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Pilatus Business Aircraft Ltd  •  +1 303 465 9099

THE AIRPLANE OF YOUR DREAMS 
IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK
Your father told you to buy right or buy twice. This is what he was talking about. 

With the Pilatus PC-12 NG, you get a large cabin with a private lavatory, advanced 

avionics, and the ability to bring everyone and everything – all with lower ownership 

and operating costs than the TBM 930 over a 5 year period. 

Visit www.pc-12advantage.com to learn just how close your dream is to reality. 

www.pc-12advantage.com

Authorized center contact information Logo
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Stan Kuliavas, Vice President of Sales
skuliavas@levaero.com | 1 844.538.2376 | www.levaero.com
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A LEGEND REIMAGINED
The Bell 505 Jet Ranger X is a new fi ve-seat aircraft designed to deliver safety, effi ciency and reliability 

through the use of advanced technology. Featuring the Garmin G1000H™ fl ight deck and large 

cabin doors for easy loading of passengers and cargo, the new Bell 505 Jet Ranger X offers multi-

mission capabilities with exceptional performance characteristics.

BELLHELICOPTER.COM
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Learn how Customer Advantage Plans can safeguard your direct 
maintenance costs and provide the ultimate in cost predictability.
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The Phenom 300 — the best-selling business jet in the world — is a clean-sheet-design light aircraft that delivers best-in-class speed and field performance, next-generation avionics, a 

spacious cabin and a largest-in-class baggage compartment. Its comfortable, highly intuitive cockpit, with large displays and state-of-the-art avionics, enhances situational awareness. 

Delivering superior comfort and style, the OvalLite™ cabin provides ample leg and head room and the largest galley and windows in its class, for abundant natural light. Up to 11 occupants 

also enjoy the best cabin altitude in the category. Contributing to its enviable presence on the ramp, the signature air stair leads to the largest entrance door in its class. The Phenom 300’s 

superior overall performance, combined with class-leading fuel efficiency, reinforce its breakthrough status and strong acceptance in the marketplace.

- Wayne Gorsek, Founder & CEO, DrVita.com
Watch Wayne’s story and request more information at

EmbraerExecutiveJets.com/Wayne

“What inspired my purchase was a combination of the passion and love of aviation and to pilot a jet like the Phenom 300. But also 
for business purposes, I can fly around the world and meet with vendors who supply us raw materials. I can meet with retailers, so 
it’s very exciting to fly very quickly to them and avoid the delays and cancellations of commercial air travel. Plus, you can fly into 
smaller airports that are closer to your destination. 

And what got me so excited about Embraer was its DNA building airliners, the ERJs. I always tell people Embraer forgot it’s building 
executive jets. They still believe they’re building airliners for endurance, safety, redundancy. 

Embraer treats me as well or better than its airline customers. The company goes out of its way to keep the plane upgraded with 
service bulletins, improving the systems of the plane, improving every aspect of the airplane. I like the fact that Embraer is just 
constantly improving the Phenom 300, and they do a phenomenal job of keeping parts in stock.

The plane is very stable. Passengers like the combination of the safety of the airplane, the advanced avionics, combined with the 
comfort of the plane. The lavatory being externally serviceable is awesome for both the owners/operators and passengers.

I wanted the latest, greatest, best, safest technology, and Embraer had it all, from the avionics to the engines to the systems.”

PHENOM 300: SAFETY, ADVANCED AVIONICS, COMFORT
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On the Cover
Canadian photographer Jan Jasinski captured this 

amazing photo of a Gulfstream IV on short final into 
St. Maarten Princess Juliana International Airport. 

Jan Jasinski Photo
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Facebook Photo Pick 
A sharp-looking Piaggio P.180 Avanti comes in 
for landing on Runway 23 at Toronto Pearson 
International Airport on June 30, 2017.  
John Chung Photo
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skiesmag.com
We’re your best source for aviation industry news! 
Come on over to our website for your daily dose 
of the latest news, original Skies feature articles, 
unique desktop calendars and wallpapers,  
and much more.

skies news
Stay current with Skies News, our free 
e-newsletter that delivers the latest aviation news 
to your inbox every weekday. Sign up today at 
skiesmag.com/subscription.

Read the magazine online
skiesmag.com/digital

Watch videos on Vimeo
vimeo.com/mhmmedia

subscribe to skies news
skiesmag.com/subscription

Like us on Facebook
facebook.com/skiesmag

Follow us on twitter
Follow @skiesmag

shop skies merchandise
 shopcanada.mhmpub.com
 shopinternational.mhmpub.com
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Flight Departments, Look No Further.
Meet The Newly Certified Piper M600

Step into the cockpit of the Piper M600, the most advanced and capable aircraft in Piper's line-up.
Unleash the power of the Pratt & Whitney Canada PT6A-42A turbo prop engine, sit back and enjoy 
the ride while 600 horsepower pulls your passengers to 28,000 feet. With a maximum cruise of 274 
knots, maximum range of 1,484 nautical miles and a maximum useful load of 2,352 lbs, the M600 
provides all the benefits of an entry level turbine, without any compromises. Add a touch screen 
Garmin G3000 Avionics Suite, 5 year spinner-to-tail warranty, and a standard equipped price of 
$2.899M USD - and the only words that come to mind are “unprecedented value”. 

Schedule your personal turbine experience with Aviation Unlimited today. 
905-477-0107 | isaac@aviationunlimited.com

aviationunlimited.com



Unprecedented gains in North American 
business aircraft flight activity over the 

past few years have largely eliminated the 
losses felt by the economic crisis during 2008 
and 2009. This leads us to ask: Since this 
unprecedented growth, what are the factors 
influencing Canadian flight activity and what 
exactly is Canada’s stake in business aviation? 
To answer these questions, we’ll dive 

into past flight activity and data recorded 
by ARGUS International, which has been 
analyzing business aviation flight activity 
with the use of its flight tracking software, 
TRAQPak, since 2007. 
Today, TRAQPak data shows us that 

business aviation activity continues to 
remain strong through 2017 for all of North 
America. In fact, year-over-year gains were 
recorded every month this year, according 
to the ARGUS TRAQPak 2017 Midyear 
Business Aviation Review, a 13-page report 
detailing flight activity in North America 
during a six-month period. 

Along with a rise in year-over-year gains, 
year-to-date flight activity saw a 3.9 per cent 
gain from 2016—with flight hours rising up 
to six per cent. 
Canada, specifically, has experienced growth 

in the first half of the year, with an increase 
in flight activity of 4.7 per cent compared 
to the same period last year. For the last 12 
months, operations in Canada have shown 
an increase of 2.6 per cent over the previous 
12 months, with a total of 201,580 business 
aviation flights—giving Canada a 6.7 per 
cent stake in the total North American flight 
activity volume during the same period.
Flying patterns are different in Canada 

compared to the United States. Because of 
these differences, flight activity peaks in 
Canada in the summer months—June, July, 
August and September—while the U.S. has 
higher activity March through October. 
Notably, Canadian flight activity for June 
2017 was up 8.3 per cent over June 2016, 
with 20,481 flights recorded. 

This activity pattern isn’t surprising 
given the longer winter season Canada 
experiences. From October through April, 
Canada experiences a lull in flight activity 
due to strong winter conditions during 
these months. Comparatively, the United 
States usually sees a four-month lull in flight 
activity from November to February due to 
both weather and seasonal activities. 
North American flight activity continues 

to be “very strong” in the Part 135 (on-de-
mand charter) segment, rising 10.1 per cent 
during the first six months of 2017 com-
pared with the same period a year ago. 
Additionally, the Part 91K (fractional) seg-

ment was up 5.7 per cent, indicating that in the 
first half of the year the industry “has finally 
managed to put the consolidation behind it.” 

Meanwhile, Part 91 (general aviation) has 
been flat this year, declining slightly by 0.5 
per cent year-over-year in the first six months. 
The charter industry is also the standout 

for Canadian operations, increasing 11.9 per 
cent year-over-year. The fractional sector in 
Canada also showed impressive gains, up 
8.3 per cent for the period. The only sector 
to see a decline was general aviation, which 
saw a decline for the first half of 2017—
down four per cent year-over-year.
Looking at activity by day of the week, it 

is not surprising that business days see the 
most recorded flight activity for business 
aviation. Flight volumes ramp up slowly 
throughout the week until Thursday, which 
sees the most business aviation departures. 
This is true for both the U.S. and Canada. 
Reviewing activity by province, Canada’s 

more populous regions saw the highest 
flight activity. 
Quebec had the most departures for the 

period at 47,359, with Ontario coming in a 
close second at 46,830 flights (up 13.2 per 
cent over the previous year). 
Of the top four provinces, Alberta was the 

only one to record a year-over-year decline 
in activity. The decrease in Alberta follows a 
similar pattern in U.S. oil-producing states. 
North Dakota, Alaska and Oklahoma have 
all seen a decrease in flight activity over the 
last 18 months as oil prices have dropped. 

At the time of writing in mid-August 2017, 
TRAQPak analysts estimated that North 
American flight activity in August, September 
and October 2017 would rise 2.9 per cent when 
compared to the same period in 2016, keeping 
the business aviation growth trend alive. 

Shirley Mason is executive vice-president of 
ARGUS International, Inc., a specialized aviation 
services provider.

Notes:

•	 TRAQPak	data	is	aircraft	flight	number	specific	arrival	and	
departure	information	on	all	IFR	flights	in	the	U.S.	(includ-
ing	Alaska	and	Hawaii),	the	Caribbean	and	Canada.		

•	 For	the	purposes	of	this	report,	FAR	Part	135/on-demand	
charter	flight	data	represents	all	flight	activity	on	a	Part	
135	charter	certificate,	regardless	of	individual	flight	mission	
(excluding	cargo,	scheduled	Part	135,	and	fractional	operators).
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Canada’s stake in 
business aviation

By shirley MasoN

coluMN  /  In the Jumpseat
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Who’da thunk it? The “who” is the 
Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO), a United Nations agency. The “it” 
is how the soil under our runways, air-
strips, hangars and terminals could play 
a significant role in offsetting aviation’s 
environmental impact.
Even as our industry continues to pour 

hundreds of millions of whatever currency 
you care to name into “greening” itself, the 
FAO has published a study which some 
could justify as an argument for spending 
less, especially in the passenger-carrying seg-
ment where profit margins can be slim due 
to ever-rising capital and operating costs. 
As a backdrop, Prime Minister Justin 

Trudeau and 18 of the other leaders at the 
latest G20 Summit (U.S. President Donald 
Trump remains the lone holdout) are 
pressing on with the 2015 Paris Agreement 
to hold the increase in global average tem-
peratures to “well below 2C above pre-in-
dustrial levels.”

A “business as usual” chart in the FAO 
study shows global average temperatures 
rising by 4.2C, which would eventually put 
Trump’s Mar-a-Lago estate and the rest of 
Florida well under water. The time scale 
means that he won’t be around to see it, 
but current Paris pledges would see the 
global average temperature rise by 3.3C, 
still a disastrous scenario for the world’s 
low-lying regions.
That is why aviation must continue to 

play its part. Admittedly an easy target for 
governments and regulators, it accounts 
for just two per cent of the world’s anthro-
pogenic emissions of carbon dioxide, one 
of an array of greenhouse gases (GHGs), 
named for the way they create the “green-
house effect” by absorbing and emitting 
solar radiation. Without them, this ball we 
fly over and around evidently would have 
an average temperature of -18C rather 
than the +15C we have. Bahamasair on 
skis? No thanks.

In 2010, the latest year for which compre-
hensive data are available, aviation emitted 
some 448 megatonnes (MT) of carbon 
dioxide, the most prevalent GHG. Factor 
out the oxygen and it works out to 122MT 
of carbon. 
GHGs also include, among other things, 

a relatively small volume of nitrous oxide, 
but since N2O has 298 times the atmo-
spheric effect as CO2, it’s no laughing 
matter, pun intended. Add contrail water 
vapour, which can impact cloud formation 
and indirectly “force” climate shifts, and 
you can understand why we are not being 
let off the hook.
Domestic aviation’s emissions are 

addressed through the UN Framework 
Convention on Climate Change, but 
not international flights, which account 
for two-thirds of aviation’s global emis-
sions. Hence a decision by another UN 
agency, the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO), to adopt a Carbon 
Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for 
International Aviation (CORSIA).
It becomes mandatory after 2026, but 65 

states at ICAO’s 39th triennial assembly in 
Montreal a year ago volunteered to begin 
earlier, hoping to offset about 80 per cent 
of projected CO2 growth.
So, with CORSIA only a partial solution, 

ICAO also is pushing efficiency improve-
ments from evolving aircraft technologies, 
operational changes and sustainable fuels, 
all of which will require monitoring, 
reporting and verification.

However, even accounting for those 
improvements, aviation’s continued CO2 
emissions that could mean that “carbon 
neutrality” remains elusive. Aircraft fuel 
efficiency has improved by about 80 per cent 
since the 1960s, but further gains are projected 
at no more than two per cent. That’s because 
annual traffic is forecast to grow by about five 
per cent, and the resulting carbon emissions 
are expected to at least triple by 2040.
So much for up there. Now, look 

down. Aviation-sourced carbon is 
minuscule compared with the estimated 
2,344,000MT of carbon in the first three 
metres of soil. But a 2C rise by 2050 could 
mean 55,000MT may be lost from soils 
globally over that period. 
Sequestration in soils alone—by planting 

more crops or trees to capture dioxide 
or other carbons or by using large-scale 
industrial facilities to capture carbon and 
pump it into long-term geologic storage—
could mitigate about 327MT annually, 
more than offsetting projected aviation 
emissions. And, as the FAO points out, 
sustainable soil management practices also 
could improve food production. 
What’s not to like? While we’re at it, why 

not use those vast fenced-off airport prop-
erties as productive farmland?
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Climate change: The skies 
above and the dirt below

By KeN Pole

coluMN  /  View From the Hill

Atodaira Photo
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I live in Colorado, where every year tens 
of thousands of outdoor enthusiasts 

flock to the National Forests to climb 
mountains. Not just any mountains, but 
a particular set of peaks called “four-
teeners,” or those that exceed 14,000 feet 
above mean sea level. 
There are 53 of them in my state. I live 

on a small ranch on the north slope of the 
most famous one, Pikes Peak, at about 
10,000 feet. I have to admit, I don’t really 
get the draw of mountain climbing for its 
own sake. As an elk hunter, I try to find 
the flattest way to manoeuvre in the back 
country, such as saddles between the peaks, 
passes, creek beds, game trails, and the like. 
I have no desire to walk to the top just to 
say I did it. But obviously, lots of people do, 
so I’ve been asking a few why they do it.
There seem to be three primary groups 

of climbers. The first is the fitness 

crowd, who run on indoor treadmills in 
the winter and can’t wait to stretch their 
legs when the snow melts. The second 
includes  the social clubs, people who 
have a group of friends who use the 
fourteeners as a reason to get together for 
some wholesome fun, usually followed by 
craft beer and storytelling. The final group 
includes the serious folks; climbers with 
a list of Colorado’s 53 “fourteeners,” with 
lines drawn through the ones they have 
conquered and dates assigned to those 
they haven’t … yet. 
This last group comes from all walks of 

life. I’ve met stockbrokers, bankers, school 
teachers, business owners, and pilots. To 
a person, they do it for the challenge. 
Many of them spoke about the flatness of 
their careers, and the need to add some 
meaningful challenge back into their lives, 
and that got me thinking.

A few weeks ago I decided to reflect 
on my 25-year aviation career, which I 
concluded nearly a decade ago. That’s 
when I bit a poisoned apple and made the 
leap to the private sector. I loved flying; 
but frankly, it had gotten boring. But it 
wasn’t always that way. In the beginning, 
there were mountains to climb. 
First came “Mount Wings,” the challenge 

of simply joining the aviation brotherhood. 
It was a steep mountain for me, and 
looking back I enjoyed it immensely. 
Then came “Mount Type Rating,” where 

I had to master a big aircraft and learn to 
function in a team setting. This hill wasn’t 
quite as steep, but it came with a lot of 
surprises in the terrain. 
“Mount Instructor” and “Mount 

Evaluator” came next, and by then I had 
hit my stride and was fully immersed and 
engaged in an exciting aviation career. 
Then came something I never expected: 

the “Plains of Apathy and Complacency.” 
It seemed there were no more 

mountains to climb. I became frustrated. 
I took up golf. 
I guess my point is that in every aviation 

career there are climbs to make. Many 
of them are steep and all of them are 
rewarding, at least in retrospect. 
If we are to remain engaged and 

passionate about our careers, we have to 
define new fourteeners to climb. Perhaps 
“Mount Precision” or “Mount Mentor” 
would have kept me in the game.
I now understand why people flock to 

the Rockies to climb, and maybe there 
are some lessons we can learn from them 
to keep us passionate and engaged in our 
full-time jobs, and give back to an industry 
that has given so much to us. 
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Mountain climbing
By toNy KerN

coluMN  /  Focal Points

In every aviation 
career there are 
climbs to make. 
Many of them 
are steep and 
all of them are 
rewarding, at least 
in retrospect.”David Shankbone Photo
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We didn’t get here by sheer luck. This was deliberate.  
An act of craftsmanship and engineering prowess. Decades in the making.  

Meeting at the intersection of art and technology. Defying conventions.  
Redefining luxury. So when all is said and done,  

we’ll know that we achieved something truly extraordinary.

businessaircraft.bombardier.com
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Photos from our readers  /  SkieS highlights photos posted on skiesmag.com and facebook.com/skiesmag.

Galen Burrows captured this shot of 
Chartright Air Group’s Bombardier Global 5000 
taking off from Toronto’s Pearson International 
Airport, flying to destinations unknown.

Avid wildlife photographer Jeff Reich 
turned his camera on airplanes at the 
Edmonton Airshow in August, where he took 
this photo of a Canadian North Boeing 737 
performing a top-side pass for the crowd.
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Photos from our readers  /  SkieS highlights photos posted on skiesmag.com and facebook.com/skiesmag.

Speckled Snowbird? The Snowbirds joined in on 
Canada’s 150th birthday celebrations by painting 

150 maple leaves on the bottom of  a CT-114 
Tutor. Photographer Mike Luedey jumped in to 

photograph the jet near B.C.’s Garibaldi Provincial 
Park, with Black Tusk towering in the background. 



ince it was certified by 
Transport Canada on June 7, 
2017, Honda Aircraft 
Company’s first foray into the 

aviation world has attracted a lot of atten-
tion from potential Canadian buyers. 
Its popularity is no surprise given the 

fact that worldwide, the HondaJet was the 
most-delivered jet in its category for the 
first half of 2017.
A total of 24 aircraft were delivered to 

customers during the first six months of 
this year, and the Greensboro, N.C.-based 
manufacturer is steadily ramping up pro-
duction to meet demand. Currently, about 
four aircraft are built every month. 
At the time of writing in late August 2017, 

a total of 53 jets had been delivered to cus-
tomers in the U.S., Mexico and Europe. 
Honda Aircraft bills its new offering as 

“the world’s most advanced light jet,” owing 
to its distinctive over-the-wing engine mount 
(OTWEM) configuration and sophisticated 
glass cockpit featuring a customized version 
of the Garmin G3000 avionics suite. The 
base cost of the jet is US$4.9 million.
In Canada, the HondaJet is sold and sup-

ported by Skyservice, which operates facil-
ities in Toronto, Montreal, Calgary and 
Ottawa. Following Canadian certification, 
the company has increased its efforts to 
“build the buzz” about the new jet. 
“Things have really picked up this year,” 

said Jeremi Austin, Skyservice aircraft 
sales executive for Central and Eastern 
Canada. “The timing of the certification 
with Transport Canada was good [and it 
has] certainly rekindled a lot of interest 
that was there previously.”
He said Skyservice has significantly 

ramped up its efforts to connect with poten-
tial HondaJet buyers from coast to coast. 
“We’re getting great responses from all 

those we’re connecting with, and we’ve set 
up a number of visits and showings.”
A demo aircraft was recently displayed 

at the Canadian Business Aviation 
Association (CBAA) annual convention in 
Abbotsford, B.C., in early August. Austin 
said its appearance at the show allowed 
Skyservice to schedule a few demo stops 
on the way out to British Columbia. 
He said one thing the sales team has 

noticed is that different regions have dif-
ferent reasons for being interested in the 
single pilot-certified HondaJet. 
“The GTA [Greater Toronto Area] is a 

very densely populated area,” explained 
Austin. “It gives really easy access to 
Montreal, New York, Chicago, Atlanta.  

s

Building the

BuZZ
SkyServIce SaleS teaM raMpS up 

HondaJet outreacH aS Manufacturer 
prepareS to delIver tHe fIrSt 

canadIan-regIStered Jet by year’S end.

By Lisa GoRDon  |  PhoTos CouRTEsy honDa aiRCRaFT
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Certified by Transport Canada on June 7, 2017, the 
HondaJet is sold and supported in Canada by Skyservice.

FlightSafety is the factory-authorized 
training provider for the HondaJet.



So with that big concentrated hub up there in 
the northeast, it’s a perfect machine for that. 
“From a mission standpoint, if you’re 

going from Vancouver, it’s an L.A. com-
muter, no problem. If you’re working 
throughout the Prairies, and you’ve got 
difficult destinations to get to, you can get 
out and do three customer visits in a day 
and get home again without having to try 
to fight your way through regional airlines 
to get to remote locations. At the end of 
the day, it’s about shortening your time 
and getting there in increased comfort and 
getting home as quick as you can.” 
The jet’s low operating costs are another 

reason buyers are looking carefully at 
the HondaJet. It is reportedly 17 per cent 
more efficient than other jets in its class. 
When cruising at 43,000 feet, fuel con-
sumption is just 339 litres (89.5 gallons) 

per hour. In addition, Honda Aircraft 
offers affordable and comprehensive air-
frame and engine maintenance.

First c-reGistereD Jet
Austin said the first Canadian-registered 

HondaJet will be delivered in the fourth 
quarter of 2017 to a buyer in Western Canada.  
“That’s the first one,” he continued. 

“And then, obviously, there will be more 
to follow over in the East, as well.”
Skyservice expects to see sales trending 

positively over the next couple of years. 
“The activity that we’ve seen in the 

market overall has been that things are 
increasing and have been fairly dramatical-
ly,” noted Austin. “There is a wide, wide 
range of people, from private owners to 
corporate flight departments, that have an 

interest in the aircraft.”
Austin, who came to Skyservice from 

another aircraft manufacturer, said he’s 
excited about the chance to introduce 
Canadian buyers to a “superior product 
that stands alone in its class.” 

Lisa Gordon is editor-in-chief of Skies	magazine.	
Prior	to	joining	MHM	Publishing	in	2011,	Lisa	
worked	in	association	publishing	for	more	than	
a	decade,	overseeing	the	production	of	custom-
crafted	trade	magazines.	Lisa	is	a	graduate	of	the	
Ryerson	University	Journalism	program.
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Honda Aircraft is ramping up 
production in Greensboro, N.C. 

The jet’s sophisticated glass cockpit features a 
customized version of the Garmin G3000 avionics suite.

A HondaJet rests in the Skyservice hangar. Skyservice Photo

The HondaJet was the most-delivered jet 
in its category for the first half of 2017.

From left to right are Peter Kriegler of Honda 
Aircraft and Skyservice’s Jeremi Austin and Geoff 
Carlyle. Skyservice Photo

Watch the video here!
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Air Sprint operates across the country, with 
fractional owners from the Maritimes to 
Vancouver Island. The company boasts an 
all-jet fleet, including the Embraer Legacy 
450, shown here. AirSprint Photo

Compelling   
economics

canadIan buSIneSSMan brett WIlSon 
dIScuSSeS tHe benefItS of fractIonal 

oWnerSHIp In a prIvate Jet.

By BREnT JanG

algary entrepreneur and philan-
thropist Brett Wilson knows 
the value of time, and given his 
hectic schedule, fractional own-

ership of a private jet serves him well.
“To me, the economics can be 

compelling. You have to value your time,” 
said Wilson in an interview with Skies.

Wilson and a friend jointly have a  
one-quarter share in a jet with AirSprint 
Inc.’s fractional ownership plan, which allows 
people to buy a portion of a private plane. 
That system grants fractional owners the 
opportunity to book flights at hourly rates.

It is common for people to buy one-sixteenth 
or one-eighth ownership in a jet at AirSprint, 
but Wilson and his friend opted to combine to 
acquire the one-quarter interest.
“We put the quarter together to give us, 

frankly, operational flexibility,” said Wilson.
One of the attractions is a business jet’s 

ability to fly into smaller airports across 
North America. In Wilson’s case, that 
means flying into places in Saskatchewan 
such as North Battleford, Moose Jaw and 
Estevan or Fairmont, B.C.—to name just 
a few of the communities where he has 
booked time on a private jet.
He views business aviation as an important 

tool to help him co-ordinate a busy schedule.
Over the past decade, Wilson estimates 

that roughly 10 per cent of his flights have 
been on private jets. In a typical year, he 
travels on a plane about 100 times. 
He emphasizes that in the vast majority 

of instances for flights between two major 
urban centres, it still makes sense to take 
commercial airlines.

C

Download this as  
a wallpaper here!

Watch the video here!



“My short-haul is WestJet, my long-haul is 
Air Canada and my complicated is private 
jet. A little while ago, I had to go Regina-
Estevan-Calgary all in 36 hours. I call that 
the complicated,” said Wilson. 
Exceptions to the rule about flying 

between major cities on commercial 
airplanes arise from time to time. For 
instance, WestJet launched flights between 
Calgary and Nashville on May 4, but the 
service is limited to Thursdays and Sundays.
Wilson, a co-owner of the National 

Hockey League’s Nashville Predators, 
found that he needed the flexibility of the 
business jet to allow him to attend playoff 
games in Nashville.
“That was for the third and fourth round 

of the NHL playoffs. That justified—in 
my mind—complicated,” he said.
In some cases such as Wilson 

experienced, when a commercial route isn’t 
available during non-peak times, private 
jets are the backup plan. Before WestJet 
launched Calgary-Nashville non-stop 
service, consumers had to make a stopover 
at an American airport on a U.S. carrier.

Canada is well-served by Air Canada, 
WestJet and Porter Airlines on routes such 
as Toronto-Ottawa, while Air Canada 
and WestJet offer an array of flights for 
Vancouver-Toronto and other major city pairs.
“I use commercial a lot. It’s more 

the exception that I would fly private, 
regardless of the fact that I can afford it,” 
said Wilson. “When there are 10 flights a 
day to Toronto, I can’t imagine why I would 
need a private plane to go to Toronto. It’s 
only when commercial can’t do the job.”
In late 2008, the leaders of the Detroit 

Three automakers gave business aviation a 
black eye in failing to defend their use of 
private aircraft, jet industry officials say.
Wilson agrees. “They embarrassed 

themselves by not thoughtfully responding. 
The value of a CEO’s time to a company 
[could be] $500 or $5,000 an hour,” he said.
AirSprint, which introduced fractional 

ownership to Canada in 2000, weathered 
the 2008-09 recession and has grown 
over the years. Its planes are in demand, 
including the Embraer Legacy 450, 
Citation CJ2+ and CJ3+ jets that form the 
largest fractional fleet in the country. 
“It’s rare that I go somewhere, even if 

I’m round-tripping, that the plane waits 
for me. It’s usually got somewhere else to 
go,” said Wilson, who shares an interest in 
an Embraer Legacy 450.
While he doesn’t have an equity stake in 

AirSprint as a company, he is a big fan of 
fractional ownership.

“The problems that I’ve had with 
AirSprint have been tiny and the solutions 
have been instant. They’ve saved my bacon 
a few times. The fractional concept works 
well for me,” said Wilson.
Major North American players in 

fractional ownership include NetJets  
and Flexjet.
In Canada, AirSprint president James 

Elian said the company has thrived with 
a diversified customer base, overcoming 
rough patches in Alberta’s oil industry. 
“It has done quite well over the past 

couple of years. 2016 was actually our 
best year and we’re on track to beat it this 
year,” Elian said from the firm’s Calgary 
headquarters. “We started off with jets and 
turboprops and we’re now an all-jet fleet. 
We’re located right across the country. We 
have fractional owners from the Maritimes 
to Vancouver Island.”
AirSprint’s six equity owners include 

Elian, founder Judson Macor and vice-
chairman Michael Knapp.
The current fleet consists of four 

Embraer Legacy 450s, seven CJs and one 
Cessna Citation XLS, though that XLS 
will be phased out in the fourth quarter of 
2017, when one nine-seat Legacy 450 and 
one seven-seat CJ will be added.
“There is a lot of complexity to our 

operation and that’s why I say it’s a bit of a 
secret sauce. We make it work,” said Elian. 
He joined AirSprint in 2001 as a pilot and 
worked his way up through the ranks, 
becoming president in May 2015.
The Legacy 450 carries a purchase price 

of US$550,000 for a one-32nd share (25 
hours of access annually). The fractional 
owner also pays $88,000 a year in 
AirSprint management fees and a rate of 
$3,800 for each occupied flying hour.
In recent years, AirSprint has fine-tuned 

its business model.
“The core of our business hasn’t really 

changed, but how we offer it and some of 
the flexibility has improved. One of the 
examples is the guaranteed access to one 
of the smaller airplanes,” said Elian. “And 
we’ve simplified the pricing. We offer an 
all-in pricing solution, whereas before 
there was a lot of itemization and it was 
more complex.”
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Brent	Jang,	a	business	reporter	at	The Globe and 
Mail,	is	the	winner	of	two	National	Newspaper	
Awards	and	has	been	a	National	Magazine	Award	
nominee.	He	boarded	test	flights	for	the	Airbus	A380	
in	2007	and	Boeing	787	Dreamliner	in	2012.

At AirSprint, the Legacy 450 carries a purchase price of US$550,000 for a one-32nd share (25 hours of access 
annually). The fractional owner also pays $88,000 a year in management fees and a rate of $3,800 for each 
occupied flying hour. AirSprint Photo

Canadian businessman Brett Wilson is a proponent 
of fractional jet ownership. Steve Dolson Photo

Supplementing commercial air travel with fractional 
ownership in a private jet allows executives to 
maximize their time. AirSprint Photo



bbotsford, B.C., was the centre 
of Canadian aviation and 
aerospace from Aug. 9 to 13, 
2017, when two tradeshows 

combined with Western Canada’s largest 
airshow to attract about 1,000 aerospace and 
business aviation professionals to the city.
For the first time, the Aerospace Defence 
and Security Expo (ADSE)—tradition-
ally hosted in Abbotsford by the Pacific 
chapter of the Aerospace Industries 
Association of Canada (AIAC)—was held 
in conjunction with the annual Canadian 
Business Aviation Association (CBAA) 
conference and tradeshow.
Hosted by the Tradex facility on the 

airport grounds, show attendees had the 
added bonus of taking in the Abbotsford 
International Airshow, which roared 
through the skies from Aug. 11 to 13.
Both associations scheduled a full slate of 

educational sessions, prominent speakers 
and recreational opportunities.
A wide variety of aerospace and business 

aviation-related companies filled 110 
tradeshow booths, showcasing the latest 
products and services to attendees. A 
total of 18 aircraft filled the static display, 
ranging from a First World War Sopwith 
Pup fighter [displayed at the Skies booth] 
to the very latest offerings from business 
jet manufacturers, including Bombardier, 
Dassault, Embraer, Gulfstream, Honda 
Aircraft, Pilatus, Quest and Textron.
Co-hosted by AIAC president Jim Quick 

and CBAA president Rudy Toering, the 
joint event officially opened on Aug. 10. 
Both association leaders were quick to 
acknowledge the new partnership, with 
Toering noting the event was “the start of 
many shared opportunities.”
A number of high-profile dignitaries attend-

ed the show, including Abbotsford mayor 
Henry Braun and new B.C. minister of Jobs, 
Trade and Technology, Bruce Ralston.
In his remarks to delegates, Ralston 

noted that aerospace directly and indirectly 
employs 10,000 people in B.C., contributing 
two per cent to the provincial gross domes-
tic product. As a member of the province’s 
newly-elected New Democratic Party gov-
ernment, Ralston promised a focus on inno-
vation and technology. He said plans are 
underway to establish a provincial innova-
tion commission with the mandate of being 
the “ambassador for B.C. technology.”

Focus oN iNVestMeNt  
aND iNNoVatioN
On Aug. 11, RCAF Commander LGen 

Mike Hood attended the show, where he 
told delegates that his vision remains firmly 
fixed on planning the Air Force of 2030.
While honouring the past, he said today’s 

Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) must 
prepare for a future where it will be needed.
“I often wonder what the next 10 to 15 years 

will bring,” commented Hood. “Certainly, if 
the news of the last few weeks with threats to 

A
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AIAC president Jim Quick, left, and CBAA president Rudy Toering, right, with Defence Minister Harjit Sajjan. Sajjan spoke 
at the joint ADSE-CBAA conference and tradeshow in Abbotsford, B.C., from Aug. 9 to 11. Jean Levasseur Photo

The ADSE program included several panel discussions featuring prominent business leaders. ADSE Photo

Aviation & Aerospace

join 
forces 

in Abbotsford
By Lisa GoRDon

Watch the video here!



North America is any indicator, the Air Force 
will have a large role to play in making sure 
this country is able to protect its values and 
its citizens and global interests.”
Of all the forces, the RCAF alone has 

the ability to reach every square foot of 
Canadian soil, air and water.
“It’s why the north warning system and 

our future fighter force are so important,” 
said Hood. “These are the tools that allow 
us to guarantee the future sovereignty of 
our country.”
He went on to summarize recent 

operational missions and accomplishments, 
noting that in order to protect Canadian 
sovereignty today and in the future the 
Air Force has three priorities: to invest, to 
deliver airpower, and to innovate.
While Canada’s new defence policy clearly 

demonstrates investment, the country must 
also focus on delivering interoperable air 
power with allies and partners.
“Most importantly, we have to innovate,” 

said Hood, who is known for promoting 
creativity and forward-thinking in the Air 
Force. “I have to nurture an innovative 
mindset within the RCAF and amongst 
those who enable us in our missions.”
He added that recruiting the millennial 

generation is a goal that can be achieved 
by demonstrating an organization that 
embraces change, encourages ideas and 
seeks the best talent.
Echoing the sentiments of other 

aerospace leaders who spoke during the 
ADSE show, Hood said the greatest need 
for the Air Force today is people.
“While we tend to talk a lot about 

aircraft and platforms, it’s really people,” 
he commented. “We owe them sound 
leadership, first rate education and 
training, and a culture that allows them to 
flourish and be innovative.”
Hood concluded by offering a challenge 

to Canada’s aerospace industry.
“With the time I have left in my com-

mand, I intend to push more aggressively 
in our relationship. I’m looking for more 
engagement with the aerospace industry, 
with you folks in this room,” he said. 
“I challenge you to take me up on what I’ve 

spoken about today. Find the forums that 
will make us better partners. At the end of 
the day, we all share the same interests and 
that is protecting this great country of ours.”
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RCAF Commander LGen Mike Hood challenged 
industry to engage with the Air Force like never 
before. ADSE Photo

The sun shone on an impressive static display 
featuring 18 aircraft. Jean Levasseur Photo

CBAA 2018 will be hosted by Chartright at the Region of Waterloo International Airport. The celebrations 
started early with delegates donning red Oktoberfest hats in Abbotsford. Jean Levasseur Photo

Business-to-business meetings were a key component of 
the joint ADSE-CBAA event in Abbotsford. ADSE Photo
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oPPortuNities For iNDustry
Later that same afternoon, defence 

minister Harjit Sajjan took to the stage to 
deliver the closing keynote address.
On behalf of Navdeep Bains, minister 

of Innovation, Science and Economic 
Development and minister responsible 
for Western Economic Diversification 
Canada, Sajjan announced that funding 
totalling more than $320,000 will be 
made available to support ADSE in 2017 
and 2018, the CARIC National Research 
Forum in 2017, and a Western Canadian 
presence at the Paris Airshow in 2017 
and the Farnborough International 
Airshow in 2018.
“I have seen firsthand the innovative 

edge Canadian companies are bringing to 
our Canadian Armed Forces capabilities,” 
said Sajjan. “Our government is proud 
to support the sector’s highly skilled 
workforce to continue to produce quality 
services and products.”
Now that the government has released 

Canada’s new defence policy, it’s time to 
focus on implementation, continued the 
defence minister.
The policy presents opportunities for 

industry partners.
“It not only demonstrates our 

commitment to the Canadian Armed 
Forces, but also offers our industry 
partners insight into future procurement 
needs on the ground, in the air, on the 
water and also in space,” said Sajjan.
He added that he is excited about the 

creation of IDEAS—Innovation for 
Defence Excellence and Security—a 
new program that will see $1.6 billion 
invested over the next 20 years to create 
defence super clusters, hold innovation 
competitions and implement flexible 
procurement mechanisms.
Like Hood, Sajjan also stressed that 

collaboration between government,  
the Armed Forces and industry will  
be critical.
“We will collaborate with you to the 

fullest extent possible,” he told delegates. 
“We will help companies field test 
products with the Canadian Armed 
Forces so new capabilities meet the needs 
of our military. We will give businesses 
the experience and exposure they need 
to pursue opportunities in the global 
market.”
While both ADSE and CBAA count 

their joint 2017 show as a success, the 
two associations will be going their 
separate ways next year. ADSE will 
remain in Abbotsford from Aug. 9 to 10, 
while CBAA will hold its annual summer 
convention and tradeshow at Chartright’s 
facility at the Region of Waterloo 
International Airport, west of Toronto.
ADSE will again join forces and 

co-locate with CBAA in Abbotsford in 
August 2019.  

Who is the 
world’s leading 
training systems 
integrator?

We are.

milsim@cae.com  @CAE_Defence  CAE cae.com

Your worldwide 
training partner 
of choice

a wide variety of aerospace and 
business aviation-related companies 
hosted 110 tradeshow booths, while 
18 aircraft filled the static display.”
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T H E  U L T I M A T E
COCKPIT TECHNOLOGY 

Daher’s TBM 910 
combines the most 

cost-efficient high-speed 
turboprop aircraft with the 

ultimate in cockpit technology. 
The modern processing power 

of Garmin’s G1000 NXi integrated 
flight deck instantly brings all  

the information a pilot needs to  
large-format displays, and is further 

enhanced by wireless connectivity to the 
electronic flight bag.

 
Together with a stylish cabin design and 

the optional “Elite Privacy” enclosed toilet 
compartment, the fast new TBM 910 has it all.

-

 
 

Speak to a TBM expert: 

Keystone Aviation (Western Canada) Brian R. Jones
Tel: (801) 550-8444  email: bjones@keystoneaviation.com

Columbia Aircraft Sales (Eastern Canada) Ken Dono
Tel: (860) 715-8806  email: kdono@columbiaaircraftsales.com

www.tbm.aero
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Bob, left, and Steven Dengler stand 
with the Bell 429 helicopter they used to 

circumnavigate the globe. Peter Bregg Photo

Around the world

in 48 days
HelIcopter pIlotS bob and Steven dengler cIrcled tHe 
globe to Mark canada’S 150tH bIrtHday. tHey brougHt a 

lIfetIMe’S WortH of MeMorIeS HoMe WItH tHeM.

By BEn FoRREsT

Watch the video here!
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few days removed from a 
potentially historic helicopter 
journey around the world with 
his son Steven, Bob Dengler 

struggled to believe it had happened. 
Bob and Steven, both successful 

businessmen and accomplished helicopter 
pilots who live in southern Ontario, 
touched down in Montreal in Bob’s Bell 
429 helicopter on Aug. 17, 2017. 
It was the final stop in a more than 

37,000-kilometre journey that took them 
to every Canadian province, as well 
as Greenland, the United Kingdom, 
France, Russia, Alaska and other places 
in what they hoped would be the first 
circumnavigation of the globe by 
Canadians in a helicopter.
If certified by the Federation 

Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) in 
Switzerland, the Denglers believe they will 
also become the first father-and-son pilot 
duo to have circumnavigated the globe in 
any aircraft. 
“It’s something that we don’t want to 

forget,” said Bob. “I think it was quite an 
achievement, and it’s done, we’re home, 
and we’re all safe, and that’s the good part. 
“We flew around the world . . . It’s 

surreal. Hard to believe it all happened.”
The feeling was different for Steven, who 

together with his wife Bruna put more than 
a year of planning into the 48-day journey. 
“It’s the natural fruit of a lot of hard 

work from a lot of people,” said Steven. 
“It will always be one of the most amazing 
experiences of my life, and I just have 
immense gratitude to all the people 
that helped it—who really stood to gain 
nothing from it, except a sense of pride 
and involvement.”
Titled the C150 Global Odyssey because 

it coincided with the 150th anniversary 
of Canadian Confederation, the journey 
began July 1 in Vaughan, Ont., near 
Toronto and moved east to the Canadian 
Aviation and Space Museum in Ottawa, 

part of the city’s massive Canada Day 
celebrations.
Dave Williams, a retired Canadian 

astronaut, flew with the crew from 
Vaughan to Ottawa, and the Denglers 
continued on to Montreal, where they 
picked up Hockey Hall of Famer Guy 
Lafleur, a friend who is also a long-time 
helicopter pilot. Lafleur stayed aboard 
until a stop in Fredericton, N.B., said Bob. 
Also joining them at the initial stop in 

Montreal was Rob “Dugal” MacDuff, 
a retired Bell Helicopter test pilot who 
stayed with them for the remainder of the 
journey, serving as a safety pilot.
As a way of paying tribute to key 

moments in Canadian history, the 
journey made several stops in historically 
significant places, including Baddeck 
Bay on Cape Breton Island, site of the 
first airplane flight in Canada by J.A.D. 
McCurdy in 1909. 
McCurdy’s grandson Gerald Haddon, 

who is also a former honorary colonel of 
the Canadian Forces School of Aerospace 
Technology and Engineering at 16 Wing 
Borden, Ont., was aboard the Bell 429 as it 
overflew Baddeck Bay, according to Bob.
Other key stops included the Canadian 

National Vimy Memorial in France, where 
the pilots delivered a wreath honouring 
Canadians who fought in the Battle of 
Vimy Ridge, as well as a wreath honouring 
Newfoundlanders who fought in the Battle 
of the Somme. 
The Newfoundland wreath was 

subsequently delivered to Beaumont-
Hamel in France, said Bob, site of the 
Newfoundland Regiment’s tragic advance 
on July 1, 1916, an event that has become 
a symbol of the regiment’s valour and 
terrible wartime sacrifices. 
The pilots also carried a brick that, 

according to Bob, was part of the original 
building where Guglielmo Marconi is 
believed to have sent the first transatlantic 
radio signals in 1901. After a ceremony 

A

Steven and Bob carry a wreath at the Canadian 
National Vimy Memorial in France. This was one 
of several stops that recognized key moments in 
Canadian history in a year that marks the 150th 

anniversary of Confederation. Peter Bregg Photo
The frigid waters and snowy peaks of Greenland made 
for beautiful scenery. C150 Global Odyssey Photo

The helicopter rests during a stop in Nome, Alaska. 
C150 Global Odyssey Photo

Many remote locations were included in the 
itinerary, giving the pilots a new sense of 
perspective. C150 Global Odyssey Photo

Steven was able to meet and converse with locals 
in the port town of Magadan, Russia, making it a 
memorable stop. C150 Global Odyssey Photo

Flying through Russia was a highlight for both Bob 
and Steven. Here, the helicopter rests in the Russian 
city of Irkutsk. C150 Global Odyssey Photo

Bob’s Bell 429 (centre) flies in formation over Iceland. 
Baldur Sveinsson Photo
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in Newfoundland that recreated that first 
transmission, they delivered the brick to 
Poldhu, England, where the 1901 message 
is said to have been received.
“A lot of saluting, a lot of historical 

significance in my opinion,” said Bob.
Getting to Europe was a challenge due 

to the weather, he added. They endured a 
five-day weather delay in Iqaluit, Nunavut, 
before flying north to the top of Baffin 
Island and across the North Atlantic 
Ocean to Greenland. 
Another day was lost due to weather 

before they could fly to the northeast side 
of Greenland and then across to Reykjavik, 
Iceland. After yet another delay they 

continued to the Faroe Islands and then to 
Scotland, England, France and Prague in 
the Czech Republic, where they completed 
the first of two 50-hour maintenance stops 
at a Bell Helicopter facility.
They continued through Russia, then 

made an instrument flight rules (IFR) 
flight into Nome, Alaska, and from there 
to Whitehorse, Yukon, for a second 
50-hour maintenance stop at Trans 
North Helicopters.
The journey moved east to Yellowknife, 

N.W.T., and then south to Fort St. John, 
B.C., and east again through every other 
Canadian province before wrapping up in 
Montreal. They had hoped to visit every 

provincial capital in Canada but were 
unable to visit Victoria, B.C., due to this 
summer’s devastating wildfires.
“We did get into Fort St. John, where we 

were met by the mayor,” said Bob. “We 
said, ‘We’d like to declare Fort St. John 
an honorary capital of B.C. to say that 
we’d gone to the capital of every province. 
And she said, ‘Well you can just drop the 
honorary title.’ ”
Their inability to stop in Victoria is not 

expected to affect the journey’s status 
as an official circumnavigation, though 
confirmation was still pending as Skies 
went to press. If the journey is certified, 
Bob and Steven expect to be notified 
sometime in the fall of 2017. 
“Whether or not I get a piece of paper at 

the end of this really is not that important,” 
said Steven, referring to the circumnaviga-
tion diplomas the FAI may provide.
“I mean, the fact that we did this 

together, and the fact that this was an 
opportunity that I got that very few people 
ever get—that’s what’s important. 
“The stories, the people I met, the way 

I personally grew—I don’t just mean as a 
helicopter pilot, I mean as a person along 
the trip—that’s an incredible experience.”
Steven made a point of exploring at 

virtually every stop, meeting people and 
conversing with them. He cited those 
interactions as the main highlight of the trip. 
Both pilots spoke effusively about the 

Bell 429’s performance, with Bob saying it 
couldn’t have been better. 
“I’m incredibly impressed by that 

helicopter,” added Steven. “The design 
team should be incredibly proud. They 
have one of the most advanced helicopters 
in the world, and it’s a dream to fly.”
This was a trip that stretched them as 

pilots and helped them grow as people, 
something they will likely never forget. 
Whether or not it seemed surreal in the 
days afterward, it was full of the kinds of 
memories most pilots will never have.
“I’ve had the opportunity to meet 

amazing people all around the world that, 
without a doubt, will be friends for the 
rest of my life,” said Steven. 
“What do I think of it from the other 

side? It’s gratitude. I’m just so incredibly 
grateful to have had the opportunity to do 
this … and it’s humbling. 
“It’s humbling to think that you get to 

ride in that helicopter around the world, 
and so many people are working hard to 
make that happen.”

Ben	Forrest	is	assistant	editor	of	Skies	magazine.	
Before	joining	Skies	in	2015,	he	spent	the	better	part	of	
10	years	in	the	newspaper	industry,	where	he	worked	as	
an	editor,	sports	editor	and	general	assignment	reporter.
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Short-term 
sOLUtIOn 

The demand for intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) data 
has grown exponentially in recent years. PAL Aerospace is banking on that 
demand with the creation of the Force Multiplier, a Dash-8 Q300 modified 
with state-of-the-art equipment and available for short-term rental. 

A rendering of the aircraft’s drop hatch.

Watch the video here!
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f you need intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance (ISR) informa-
tion on short notice or for a limited 
duration, who do you call? 

Contracted airborne ISR services are noth-
ing new—coast guard, fisheries and search 
and rescue departments and agencies have 
long used private aircraft to augment govern-
ment fleets. But such services usually involve 
longer-term arrangements of several years.
What if you only require data by the hour? 
Enter the Force Multiplier, a Bombardier 

Dash-8 Q300 modified with state-of-the-art 
sensors, mission management suites and data 
transmission capabilities, available, with a 
full crew, by the hour, the day, or the month.
PAL Aerospace is banking on a simple con-

cept: everyone needs more ISR. 
Whether it’s search and rescue (SAR), 

monitoring fishing boats and other coast-
al traffic, detecting maritime pollution, 
patrolling border crossings, interdicting drug 
and human trafficking, providing disaster 
relief, or even assisting military missions, the 
demand for actionable intelligence derived 
from ISR data has grown exponentially in 
recent years. 
The St. John’s, N.L.-based company has 

been providing contracted air services to 
Canadian governments for the past 31 years, 
primarily for the federal departments of 
Fisheries and Oceans and National Defence 
and with provincial medevac services. Over 
the past decade, it has expanded to the 
United Arab Emirates and to counter-nar-
cotics, SAR and coast guard operations in 
the Caribbean with Curaçao and Trinidad & 
Tobago. It has also serviced and modified 
aircraft for customers around the world.
And with each job has come a common 

refrain.
“Many of our customers whom we work 

with have asked us, ‘Do you have something 
in the interim? Do you have something 
that’s available for the next three months? 
For one month of the year? Something that 
could help us do training?’ ” said Michael 
Sangster, PAL’s chief commercial officer. 
“With the Force Multiplier, we’ll be able to 
provide the solution they need.”
The grey-painted Dash-8 Q300, which 

will be unveiled at the Dubai Airshow 

in November and available to customers 
in 2018, is fitted with some of the most 
advanced ISR systems available, including 
Thales’ multimode AESA Searchmaster 
radar, L3 Wescam’s MX-15 high definition 
imaging electro-optical/infrared camera, 
Saab’s marine automatic identification 
tracking and interrogation system, Rockwell 
Collins’ airborne direction finding system, 
Inmarsat’s broadband and beyond-line-of-
sight SATCOM connectivity, and two mis-
sion suites—Thales’ modular AMASCOS 
management system and CarteNav 
Solutions’ AIMS-ISR mission software, con-
nected to a dedicated ground station.
Impressive as the technology is, to Sangster 

the systems are merely a means of gathering, 
processing and moving data in standard for-
mats as a customer requires.
 “You can talk about the technology, but it 

is really a data collection tool,” he said, echo-
ing the words of Gen Rick Hillier, former 
chief of the defence staff and a corporate 
counsellor to PAL, who advised that com-
manders just want to know what is happen-
ing, not how the data is delivered.
“We’re a data company and we believe we 

can get all the information needed down to 
our clients in real time, to anywhere in the 
world, to allow an operation to succeed,” 
said Sangster. 
Mission systems operators could be pro-

vided entirely by PAL or as part of a PAL-
client team. “We’ll give commanders on the 
ground the situational awareness they need to 
operate effectively, no matter the mission.”
PAL has yet to announce initial customers 

for the service, but believes there is signifi-
cant interest from a wide range of customers 
in Canada and internationally.
In fact, the company believes the concept 

could offer a competitive niche. For gov-
ernment agencies or militaries weighing the 
costs of an ISR or special mission aircraft 
fleet, the Force Multiplier could provide a 
short-term showcase for risk-averse leaders 
to understand and appreciate the capability. 
It could fulfil immediate requirements when 
a cumbersome procurement process would 
take too long.  It could also surge or augment 
existing ISR capabilities for events like inter-
national leaders’ summits or sporting events 

I

The new aircraft is essentially a data collection tool. 
PAL is confident it will be able to deliver mission-critical 

information in real time anywhere in the world. 

Thousands of man-hours went into modifying the 
aircraft with the latest ISR equipment. 

The Force Multiplier will be unveiled at the Dubai Airshow 
in November. Mission systems operators could be 

provided entirely by PAL or as part of a PAL-client team. 

pal aeroSpace’S neW force 
MultIplIer aIrcraft, avaIlable In 2018, 
WIll delIver full InterIM IntellIgence, 
SurveIllance and reconnaISSance 
capabIlItIeS by tHe Hour.

By ChRis ThaTChER  |  PhoTos CouRTEsy oF PaL aERosPaCE



like the Olympics or FIFA World Cup.
Pixel-by-the-hour may also be an ideal 

solution for clients with periodic ISR needs 
who don’t want the added costs of operating, 
supporting and maintaining aircraft.
“We’ll operate and maintain the aircraft, 

so they’ll have no programmatic risk and 
no capital outlay. That’s pretty enticing to a 
lot of clients,” said Sangster. “Based on our 
experience and our partners, Thales and 
CarteNav, we think there are many different 
customers who need this service today.”
That could include serving as a training 

platform for clients that don’t have available 
aircraft but who want to maintain or develop 
their aircrews. 
Duart Townsend, a former Royal Canadian 

Air Force (RCAF) helicopter pilot and PAL’s 
director of business development, said in 
addition to providing training, the company 
can evaluate client flying standards and cur-
rency requirements to ensure training would 
meet operational needs.
Though the market is still being defined, 

the long-term vision is for a mixed fleet of 
fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft on call for 
specialized missions around the world. That 
would mean having dedicated aircrews on 
standby, but Sangster insisted that, with oper-
ations in Canada, the UAE, Trinidad and 
Curaçao, PAL has the resources to draw on.
“With our success in the fixed-wing search 

and rescue program (PAL is responsible for 

in-service support of the Airbus C295W), 
there is a long list of people who want to 
come work for PAL,” he said. “We know 
we have the resources to run this program. 
We are also used to surging capacity for our 
clients, and the PAL ethos and culture is 
all about being customer-focused. We will 
ensure that support issues never get in the 
way of delivery.”
 Sangster would not disclose rates for 

short-term ISR rental—each mission could 
have unique requirements and costs. But he 
was confident the aircraft would be cost-
competitive and below the price associated 
with acquiring and operating a larger fleet.
“We’re not publishing a number, but we 

have a very good idea of what it is based 
on different scenarios,” he said. “There is 
no capital outlay for a client, there is no 
traditional procurement process to slow 
you down, and clients can save significant 
amounts of money while receiving the ser-
vices they need.”
With the burgeoning global requirement 

for multi-mission aircraft, either to replace 
aging Lockheed Martin P-3 Orion and 
similar surveillance aircraft or to introduce 
the capability into countries with increased 
maritime domain awareness needs, PAL 
may be well positioned with the Force 
Multiplier to provide a concept validation 
platform on a short-term basis. The aircraft 
could also open the door for full-service 

solutions to new clients in South America, 
Europe, Asia and Africa.
“But we think it is a business on its own 

that will operate around the world,” said 
Sangster. “These aircraft will be busy.”
The Force Multiplier might also fill a 

gap in the RCAF’s expanding surveillance 
requirements. At an address to the Canadian 
defence industry in April, commander LGen 
Mike Hood challenged companies to deliver 
the leading anti-submarine warfare and ISR 
capabilities of the CP-140 Aurora on a future 
Canadian-built airframe. 
“Let’s experiment together and find inno-

vative technologies, ways of thinking, and 
approaches to advanced air power,” he urged.
Sangster said the aircraft could be the 

solution when other aircraft are deployed 
elsewhere or down for maintenance. 
“I think it is our responsibility to help the 

Air Force,” he said. “We think we can help 
fulfil military requirements around the world 
and we are excited to get on with the job.”
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Chris	Thatcher	is	an	aerospace,	defence	and	
technolog y	writer	and	a	regular	contributor	to	Skies. 

It’s no wonder the C295 is the undisputed 

leader of its field. With unparalleled 

versatility, it’s at home performing a 

variety of missions. Air to air refuelling, 

search and rescue, troop transport and a 

wide range of surveillance duties. And to 

top it all, its simple, robust design, means 

it has the lowest fuel and maintenance 

costs in the category. Visit us online  

to find more reasons why the C295 is 

the best-selling medium range tactical 

airlifter in the world.

Versatility. We make it fly.

FLY
WE MAKE IT

TO CHANGE.
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Pilots WAntED

regIonal aIrlIneS are grapplIng 
WItH a flIgHt creW SHortage tHat 

HaS tHeM cuttIng ServIce and 
parkIng planeS.

ou don’t have to tell Canada’s 
regional airlines that commer-
cial pilots are hard to find these 
days. They’re experiencing the 

harsh realities of the shortage every day, 
and struggling to keep their rosters full and 
flight schedules maintained in the face of it.
“There’s a shortage of pilots on top, 

and that shortage is filtering down to the 

Y

By JamEs CaRELEss
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Pilots WAntED

The perfect storm is brewing in 
Canada’s commercial aviation industry. 

Empty cockpits in regional aircraft 
could become increasingly common if 
industry and government do not work 

together to address the pilot shortage. 
Jan Jasinski Photo

regional carriers as the major airlines hire 
away pilots at an accelerated pace to fill 
their schedules,” explained John McKenna, 
president and CEO of the Air Transport 
Association of Canada (ATAC). “The 
resulting pressure on the regional airlines 
is incredible. Some have had to park planes 
because they are so short of pilots.”
One regional carrier feeling the pinch 

is Air Georgian, which flies Beechcraft 
1900s and Bombardier CRJ-100/200s 
under the Air Canada Express banner. 
“We have had to cancel flights, sim-

ply because pilots have left us for major 
carriers with a month’s notice or less,” 
said Julie Mailhot, chief operating offi-
cer with Air Georgian. “A month is not 
enough time to hire and train new pilots 
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to fill these gaps. Recruitment is not a big 
challenge because of the Pilot Mobility 
Agreement with Air Canada. But on the 
flip side, we also have to feed pilots to Air 
Canada, so it is still challenging.”
An unnamed regional carrier told Skies 

that they lost 10 pilots to the majors in one 
month alone. In many cases, the departing 
pilots only gave the airline two weeks’ notice. 
The record for regional pilot turnover 

may well belong to First Air, an Ottawa-
based carrier serving Northern Canada 
with a fleet of ATR 42-300s/500s and 
Boeing 737-400/400Cs. 
“At a time where we’ve seen the employ-

ment lifespan of a First Air pilot drop 
from five years to below two years, the 
prize belongs to the pilot we trained who 
finished ground school on July 1, then 
contacted me on July 4 to say, ‘I quit,’ ” 
said Aaron Speer, First Air’s vice-president 
of flight operations. “He didn’t even make 
it to service. He just went straight to a 
major carrier and left us hanging.”
Flight crew availability is no better in the 

Canadian helicopter industry. Helicopter 
Association of Canada president Fred Jones 
told Skies there are turbulent times ahead. 
“It’s going to be a crisis,” he predicted. 

“Right now, it’s a challenge. Every sum-
mer, I get calls from operators looking for 
engineers, looking for pilots, and they can’t 
operate some aircraft because they don’t 
have the experienced personnel to do it.”
Jones said the recent slowdown in the 

helicopter industry has resulted in a “stay 
of execution,” but when the cyclical indus-
try turns around again, the pilot pinch will 
be strongly felt.    
In addition, “changes to fatigue manage-

ment rules will mean more flight crews will 
be needed. There are difficult years ahead.”

To put the current pilot shortage into 
context, ATAC’s McKenna compares it 
to the collapse of Newfoundland’s cod 
fishery in the 1990s. Over-fishing in that 
industry resulted in fewer and smaller fish 
being caught, until cod stocks ran so low 
that the federal government ordered an 
end to all fishing.
“Of course, pilots aren’t cod,” said 

McKenna. “But considering how the region-
al airlines are being forced to park planes 
and lose revenue due to the majors taking 
more pilots than the regionals can afford to 
lose, there is something to the analogy.”

oNe shortaGe, MaNy causes
There are many reasons why major carri-

ers are “over-fishing” the regionals. (Even 
flight schools are losing instructor pilots 
to the majors’ pilot-streaming programs, 
say the regional airlines who spoke with 
Skies for this story.)
One widely-cited cause is the retirement 

of baby boomer pilots. 
“As they leave the flight decks of Air Canada 

and WestJet, someone has to take their place,” 
said Jason Friesen, chief pilot with Bearskin 
Airlines, a Thunder Bay, Ont.-based regional 
carrier that flies Fairchild Metroliners. 
“But that’s not all that’s happening here: 

Many major airlines around the world are 
expanding their flight schedules, as falling 
ticket prices keep attracting additional pas-
sengers to airplanes.” 
This has resulted in the strange situation 

where it is cheaper to fly across Canada 
than travelling by train or even bus, said 
Friesen, even as airlines go begging for 
pilots to crew those cheap flights.
These factors are creating a tremendous 

demand for pilots in Canada, which is 

why ATAC’s McKenna estimates that the 
commercial airline industry could now be 
short up to 600 pilots annually. 
But according to Robert Deluce, the pres-

ident and CEO of Toronto-based Porter 
Airlines, the situation could get worse as a 
result of proposed new pilot fatigue regula-
tions issued by Transport Canada.
“The new regulations to reduce flying 

hours for pilots are designed for long-haul 
flights, but the implication for regional air-
lines would be significant,” he explained. 
“There will be a need for all airlines to 

have approximately 10 per cent more pilots 
in a very short amount of time. This will 
put great stress on the pilot supply pipeline 
at a time when it is already a sensitive issue 
for airlines around the world.”

Toronto-based Porter Airlines has been proactive 
about cementing relationships with flight colleges and 
other pilot training schools. President and CEO Bob 
Deluce said these connections are starting to pay off 
by delivering new employees. Porter Airlines Photo

The employment lifespan of a First Air pilot has 
dropped from five years to below two years, as 
major carriers lure them away. Jason Miller - 
Baffin Photography Photo
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harD to coMPete
In the world of commercial aviation, 

major carriers such as Air Canada and 
WestJet offer the highest salaries, best ben-
efits, and most modern equipment, such as 
cutting-edge aircraft like the Boeing 787 
Dreamliner. As a result, the regionals find 
it hard to compete when the majors come 
trawling for new pilots.
Consider the case of Air Inuit, which 

covers Northern Canada out of Montreal’s 
Pierre Elliott Trudeau International Airport 
using a mix of Boeing 737-200, Bombardier 
Dash 8 100/300, British Aerospace Hawker 
Siddeley 748, de Havilland Canada Twin 
Otter 300, and Beechcraft King Air 
100/350 series aircraft. 
“It is pretty hard for Nunavut’s Resolute 

Bay to compete with Paris [France] for 
winning a pilot’s affections; especially 
when they have to overnight in Resolute 
Bay in January,” said David Minty, Air 
Inuit’s manager of training standards. 
“Paris is definitely nicer.”
Then there’s the reality that the majority 

of new Canadian pilots are southern urban-
ites. Many of the young pilots who join Air 
Inuit and other regionals are itching to get 
back home as soon as they can—and back 
home isn’t likely in Resolute Bay, but some-
where warmer like Calgary, Montreal or 
Toronto; all bases for major carriers. 
“Frankly, the desire to fly with the 

majors out of Southern Canada means that 
offering higher wages is no guarantee of 
keeping pilots,” said First Air’s Speer. 
“Time and again, we’ve lost pilots to other 

small carriers who pay less than us, but who 
offer a clear path to flying with a major car-
rier over time. That kind of assured career 
path means more to many pilots than what 
they’re being paid this week.”

a DeePer ProBleM
The pilot shortage is certainly a current-day 

crisis, but it is also a symptom of a deeper, 
longer-term problem: Canada isn’t producing 
enough pilots to keep up with demand.
Why not? Well, government policies that 

regulate career colleges have put many 
smaller flight schools out of business, said 
Speer, leaving the remaining larger schools 
to pick up the slack. Those larger schools 
are increasingly training foreign students 
on government scholarships, who then 
head home to fly in other countries. 
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TOP: Regional carrier Air Georgian has had to cancel 
flights because pilots have moved on to major carriers 
with less than a month’s notice.  
Michael Durning Photo

ABOVE: The millennial generation is not as passionate 
about flying as their predecessors. The aviation 
industry must do more to attract young people who 
now have a wealth of career options available. 
Air Inuit Photo
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“Our flight schools are graduating about the 
same number of pilots, but about half are not 
staying in Canada once they finish,” he contin-
ued. “This gives our domestic aviation indus-
try a smaller pool of new pilots to hire from.”
Of course, if young Canadians were flock-

ing to flight schools, then the increased 
number of foreign students wouldn’t be an 
issue. Flight schools would simply expand 
to handle the extra enrollment.
Unfortunately, the millennial generation 

is not passionate about flying the way ear-
lier generations once were.
“When I grew up, people’s career options 

were generally pretty limited, with being a 
pilot at the top of the list,” said Air Inuit’s 

Minty. “But today, thanks to technology, 
there is a wealth of career options for young 
people to choose from; many of which pay 
better and offer easier working schedules 
than flying. This means a lot fewer people 
are being bitten by the flying bug.”
And then there’s the high cost of training. 
Aspiring pilots who have been hooked by 

flying “must pay anywhere from $12,000 to 
$15,000 to get their private licence, without 
hope of any government assistance to cover 
the cost,” said Wendy Taylor. 
She is president of Alkan Air, a region-

al carrier and flight school based in 
Whitehorse, Yukon, that flies two Cessna 
172s and a Piper PA-34 Seneca. 
“That’s a huge barrier to entry for any 17 to 

18-year-old, especially in today’s economy.”

FiGhtiNG BacK
Fundamentally, the current pilot short-

age is due to the absence of any planned, 
coordinated, and properly-funded strategy 
by government and/or industry to ensure 
a sufficient, ongoing supply of commercial 
pilots in Canada.
To their credit, carriers of varying sizes 

are now working with ATAC to develop 
such a strategy. This includes majors and 
regionals getting together to talk out their 
upcoming pilot requirements, and looking 
for ways to collectively address them with-

out the top level of commercial aviation 
raiding the lower levels into operational 
paralysis and financial ruin. 
(One ATAC idea is to convince retiring 

pilots to be part-time flight instructors, 
to free some current instructors for flying 
jobs without compromising the schools’ 
capacity to teach.)
Still, more needs to be done to increase 

the pool of new talent coming into 
Canadian aviation. 
“There are not enough high school stu-

dents interested in flying, so we need to start 
reaching out and inspiring them at an early 
age,” said McKenna. “We also need to make 
commercial flying careers more appealing to 
women, by perhaps adjusting the schedules 
and shifts to be more accommodating to 
those wanting to raise families.” 
Attracting pilots from other countries is 

another option, he said.
High training costs must also be addressed. 
“The government will have to step up and 

recognize the occupation,” said Eric Scott, 
Harbour Air’s vice-president of flight oper-
ations and safety. Based in Richmond, B.C., 
Harbour Air serves Canada’s West Coast 
with 35 seaplanes including 10 de Havilland 
Canada DHC-2 Beavers, 23 DHC-3 Otters, 
and two DHC-6 Twin Otters. 
“It needs better support like they provide 

for conventional degrees and diplomas, with 
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Flight instructor Jessica Rabideau works for 
Whitehorse, Yukon-based Alkan Air. Alkan Air Photo
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If we don’t 
address the 
pilot shortage 
effectively, it 
could seriously 
hurt canadian 
commercial 
aviation. these 
are the very high 
stakes we are 
playing for.”

proper funding availability for students.” 
On a carrier basis, regionals such as 

Alkan Air, Air Georgian, Harbour Air, 
and Porter have all launched their own 
programs to find and retain pilots. 
“Being the only flight school/college pro-

gram in the North helps Alkan Air attract 
and train northerners who love the work-
life balance here, and want to stay for their 
professional lives,” said Jenna Collee, Alkan 
Air’s flight training unit manager. “The 
best way to retain pilots is to hire people 
who want to raise families where you are.”

Alkan Air’s program ties in with the 
Northern Air Transport Association’s 
(NATA’s) own approach to the pilot shortage. 
“ ‘Training northerners by northerners for 

northern jobs’ is the credo of the NATA 
Skills Development Committee,” said 
NATA executive director Glenn Priestley. 
For instance, “Under the chairmanship 
of Air Inuit’s Dave Minty, that company’s 
‘Sparrow’ program has resulted in numerous 
new hires from northern communities.”
Air Georgian’s pilot recruitment program 

is called SOAR (Sharing Opportunities for 
Advancement and Reward). 
“SOAR gives pilots various entry points 

into Air Georgian and a direct pathway to 
Air Canada with a guaranteed interview,” 
said Jeslene Bryant, who is the company’s 
SOAR coordinator. “As an example, our 
ATAC program is open to all 703/704 
ATAC members willing to align their 
operating and safety procedures with Air 
Georgian’s while providing extended and 
coordinated notice period to participating 
regional carriers—thus addressing the 
two weeks’ notice dilemma that has been 
grounding carriers’ aircraft.”
At Harbour Air, “We are expanding our 

training to fill the gaps the lesser expe-
rienced candidates are coming in with,” 

said Scott. “We are creating mentorship 
programs that will take junior pilots out of 
school and into a more defined progres-
sion path than we have had in the past.”
As for Porter? “It has been necessary to 

reorganize our hiring plans by including more 
new pilot classes this year,” said Deluce. 
That said, Porter has “been more proactive 

for a number of years by forming relation-
ships with flight colleges and other training 
groups,” noted Deluce. “These take time to 
show results, but we are already hiring pilots 
based on these relationships.”
If all those initiatives bear fruit—includ-

ing convincing government to properly 
fund pilot training from the private pilot 
licence phase—then Canada will be on 
track to resolve its ongoing pilot shortage. 
If not, then regional carriers may be 

forced to suspend more flights and even 
cut service to the smallest, most remote 
Canadian communities—because when 
pilots are scarce, it only makes sense to 
reserve them for higher volume flights. 
“If we don’t address the pilot short-

age effectively, it could seriously hurt 
Canadian commercial aviation,” said 
ATAC’s John McKenna. “These are the 
very high stakes we are playing for.”

James	Careless	writes	on	aerospace	issues	for	
Skies and Vertical magazines.	He	is	a	two-
time	winner	of	the	PBI	Media	Award	for	
Editorial Excellence.
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Vancouver-based Harbour Air is creating 
mentorship programs designed to shepherd 
junior pilots out of school and into a 
defined career path with the world’s largest 
seaplane airline. Jason Pineau Photo
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Chrono Aviation was founded by Vincent 
Gagnon, right, president and chief pilot, and 
Dany Gagnon, the company’s vice-president 
and operations director.

Watch the video here!
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ne afternoon about five years 
ago, Vincent Gagnon was 
heading west to Saskatchewan 
to buy a Cessna 185. Passing 

through Thunder Bay, Ont., he thought 
he’d stop and visit long-time friend Frank 
Kelner, founder of the Pilatus Centre 
Canada, then the Canadian distributor for 
Pilatus PC-12 aircraft. 
Ever the entrepreneur, Kelner asked him, 

“Why don’t you start a charter airline?” 
It wasn’t just a shot in the dark. Gagnon 

has been a businessman in aviation and 
other fields for decades, including a Quebec-
based turbine conversion company doing 
business around the world, which has won 
awards in Oshkosh for high performance 
experimental aircraft like the Lancair. 
“I’ve also been an airline pilot for 20 

years on the Airbus and Boeing with 
major airlines,” said Gagnon. “I had never 
thought about starting a charter company.”
Kelner pressed the point. “You know all 

the connections with your business and 
I’m sure there are good spots for PC-12s 
in Quebec,” he said, pointing out that peo-
ple were tired of flying in old twin-engine 
charter aircraft. 
There was one PC-12 operator in north-

ern Quebec at the time, but they focused 
on scheduled flying. “I said, I don’t really 
want a charter airline,” recalled Gagnon.
But upon further pondering, he thought, 

‘Why not give it a try?’
“So when I came back home I called 

my buddy Dany [also with the surname 
Gagnon but not related] who is now my 
50-50 partner and vice-president.” 
Dany was a TV and radio host who 

started flying 20 years ago when the two 
first met. He had earned his commercial 
licence and ran a small floatplane com-
pany in Quebec, so had good familiarity 
and knowledge of running a small aviation 
operation. 
“I said, ‘Why don’t we buy a PC-12 and 

do charters?’ ” recalled Gagnon. “If it 
doesn’t work, we’ll just sell it. We figured 
we would have three or four airplanes in 
about five years.”
They bought the PC-12 and launched 

Chrono Aviation in 2012. It grew faster 
than expected. 
“In four years, we had six PC-12s, two 

Beechcraft 1900Ds, and this year we 
added a Dash 8-100 that will soon be fly-
ing,” said Gagnon. 
He reckons it’s the nicest Dash 8 in the 

world: “We have just installed a $1.5-mil-
lion cockpit upgrade with 3D vision ter-
rain. And we refurbished the interior; it’s 
like brand new.” 
Rounding out the Chrono fleet is a new 

Falcon F50 EX for transatlantic charters.
Now, just five years after opening, 

Chrono Aviation has 10 airplanes that are 

O
TOP: Patrick Carpin (retired from Air Canada) with 
his daughter Nancy Carpin, both pilots at Chrono. 
The father-daughter duo realized a dream of flying 
together on the PC-12. 

ABOVE: Chrono Aviation was launched in 2012 with 
just one Pilatus PC-12. Today, Chrono operates 10 
aircraft of varying types throughout Quebec, the 
North and some parts of the U.S.  
Martin Couturier - YQB Aviation Photo

MIDDLE RIGHT: The latest custom livery on a Chrono 
Beech 1900D celebrates Canada’s 150th birthday. The 
wrap features 20 maple leaves in which the names of 
20 influential Canadians are marked. 
Martin Couturier - YQB Aviation Photo

FAR RIGHT: David Papillon is a training pilot on the 
PC-12 and a captain on the Beech 1900D. Chrono 
Aviation employs about 30 to 35 pilots in total.
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busy flying charters mostly in Quebec 
and the North. Its charter flight service 
is available for the entire province of 
Quebec, multiple northern and remote 
destinations all over Canada, and some 
parts of the United States. 
Gagnon is president while Dany is 

vice-president. It’s a good match. 
“Dany is good at marketing and I’ve 

been buying and selling airplanes and heli-
copters for 20 to 25 years,” said Gagnon. 
“We are doing all the public relations 
and I have my business community. We 
realized we were pretty well connected, at 
least in Quebec.”

So how did they arrive at the name ‘Chrono?’
“After hundreds of ideas between Dany 

and myself we wanted something military, 
something sharp and something that says 
‘on time,’ ” explained Gagnon. “We want 
to show we have a reliability rate and on 
time rate of over 98 per cent.
“We’ve won a few business awards 

from the chamber of commerce where 
Pricewaterhouse[Coopers] were judges,” 
he continued. “Our financial health is 
extremely good. We were the biggest expan-
sion business in Quebec. Nobody has seen 
such growth in such a short period of time. 
Especially considering that in 2012, you had 
to be crazy like us to start a new business.”
Chrono’s basic workhorse is the PC-12 

and they were a good choice right from 

the start. The company uses them in four 
configurations, from six to nine passen-
gers with 400 to 1,000 pounds of luggage 
or cargo, to a 2,400-pound all-cargo ver-
sion utilizing a large freight door.
“The two Beechcraft 1900Ds are the 

step between the PC-12 and our 705 
[licence] for charter because we can do 
gravel runways,” said Gagnon. “We fly a 
lot in the Arctic—some 3,000 hours a year 
in Nunavut on short gravel strips. The 
1900D was the second step towards the 
bigger airplanes and we needed the capaci-
ty for many customers like Hydro-Quebec 
and mine contracts.” 
Chrono offers the 1900D in four config-

urations: three 13 to 19 passenger com-
muter/cargo versions, and a full cargo of 
up to 4,100 pounds.
The Dash 8 was another step up; many 

mining clients had suggested it. It will 
be used mostly for crew rotations in the 
North, construction, and cargo. The Dash 
8 will be offered in four configurations: 
three commuter/cargo of up to 37 pas-
sengers, and a full cargo version of up to 
9,000 pounds. 
The Falcon F50EX is prized by Chrono’s 

business clients travelling in North 
America and Europe. This high-perfor-
mance, long-range business aircraft can 
cross the Atlantic non-stop at a maximum 
altitude of 49,000 feet and 890 kilometres 

fleet

2 - BeechcraFt 1900D
Twin-engine pressurized turboprop 

aircraft capable of transporting up to 19 
passengers or 4,100 pounds of cargo.

6 - Pilatus Pc-12
High-performance single-engine 

turboprop aircraft able to carry up to nine 
passengers or 2,400 pounds of cargo.

1 - Dash 8-100
Twin-engine pressurized turboprop 

aircraft able to carry up to 37 passengers 
or 9,000 pounds of cargo.

1 - FalcoN 50eX
High-performance and long-range three-

engine corporate jet capable of crossing the 
Atlantic non-stop with nine passengers.
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per hour. Its spacious cabin accommodates 
nine passengers in luxurious comfort, with 
large captains’ seats, a banquette that con-
verts into a bed, and a restroom. 
Gagnon said Chrono maintains sev-

eral partnerships with First Nations in 
Nunavut, Nunavik, and with the Mistissini 
and Wemindji Cree Nations of the James 
Bay region of Quebec. He reckons that 
provides some healthy competition in the 
region, especially with the addition of the 
company’s new Dash 8.

Chrono is also a new player in jet manage-
ment, a convenience for many owners and 
operators. “You can buy an airplane but you 
don’t want to operate it because you don’t 
want to take care of hiring pilots, safety, train-
ing, maintenance,” said Gagnon. “So we can 

operate the airplane for the owner. We can 
also sell charter when they aren’t using it.”
Chrono’s facilities include a hangar in 

Quebec City and one in St. Hubert, Que. 
“We are on the verge of building a gor-

geous new hangar in St. Hubert in the next 
year: a bigger hangar for the Dash 8 and 
the Falcon,” said Gagnon. “Right now, we 
have to sub-lease space for those.” 
With the new hangar, which will also be 

a fixed-base operator (FBO), Chrono will 
be the first to provide jet management in 
St. Hubert, which is on the south shore of 
the St. Lawrence River. 
“Everybody now goes to Dorval, but we 

are easier to access for a lot of people,” 
noted Gagnon. 

Challenges and 
OppOrtunities
Of Chrono’s 72 employees, around 30 to 

35 of them are pilots.
Gagnon said finding pilots is one of 

Chrono’s biggest challenges and explained 
the company’s hiring philosophy. 
“Right now, we are using not-so-young 

pilots. We hire a lot of retired guys and that 
is on purpose because we don’t want to lose 
guys every day. Young guys have less experi-
ence and that’s not what we’re looking for.” 
Lack of labour in the maintenance depart-

ment is a challenge, too; it’s difficult to find 
employees. Chrono subcontracts much of 
the maintenance but has its own AMO and 
avionics shop called WAAS Avionics. 
Gagnon is particularly proud of the latter. 

“In our first year with Garmin, we won 
third prize in the world,” he said. “We did 
our own conversion on the Dash 8—it 
took about 1,500 hours. We did one of our 
1900Ds to the Garmin G950 avionics panel, 
and our second 1900 we will do this winter.”
Chrono enjoys public relations. “We 

transformed one of our Beech 1900Ds 
into Star Wars when that new movie came 
out,” said Gagnon. 
The latest custom livery on a Chrono 

Beech 1900D celebrates Canada’s 150th 
birthday. The aircraft was displayed this 
summer at the Bagotville airshow in June. 
The aircraft wrap features 20 emblem-

atic maple leaves, in which are inscribed 
the names of 20 personalities who have 
marked the history of Canada. Among 
them are Romeo Dallaire, Tecumseh, Sir 
John A. Macdonald, the Unknown Soldier, 
Sir Wilfrid Laurier, William (Billy) Bishop 
and Brian Mulroney. 
“It is still wrapped like that for this year, 

and next year we will see what we do with 
that one,” said Gagnon.
Earlier this year, Chrono Aviation took 

part in a special mission to rescue a beluga 
whale in distress. The whale had wan-
dered from the St. Lawrence River and 
become trapped for almost two weeks in 
the Népisiguit River near Bathurst, N.B. 
Chrono Aviation was called upon to trans-
port the animal between Bathurst and 
Rivière-du-Loup, Que.
It was a tricky operation. Special precau-

tions were needed, including pressuriza-
tion of the aircraft and ensuring that no 
stray water could contact critical electronic 
components. The Chrono team actually 
built a miniature swimming pool and 
installed it on board a Pilatus PC-12 con-
figured in cargo mode. 
A team of experts then flew with the 

beluga, regularly watering it down to keep 
it well hydrated. After a 40-minute flight, 
the Pilatus landed at the Rivière-du-Loup 
airport. Here the whale was off-loaded 
onto a truck to the port of Cacouna, Que., 
where it was returned to the water. 
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Chrono’s Dash 8-100 will be used mostly for 
crew rotations in the North, construction, 
and cargo. The company plans to acquire 

additional Dash 8 aircraft in the future. 
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Another community event saw Chrono 
Aviation participate in setting a new 
Canadian tattoo-in-the-air record. It was all 
part of the #all-in-2 campaign to educate 
the public about prejudices faced by strug-
gling youth—often judged by their appear-
ance or an unusual look—and to help the 
Quebec City and Dans la rue de Montréal 
organizations. Actor and host Mathieu 
Baron and tattoo artist Dave Z. James, 
owner of Sacred Ink Tattoo Klub, boarded 
a Chrono Pilatus PC-12 for a tattoo session 
at nearly 30,000 feet to set the record. 
Customer testimonials arrive at Chrono 

regularly. 
“Béton Provincial has been using Chrono 

Aviation’s aircraft for close to two years. 
This company provides an outstanding 
service that meets all our company’s needs,” 
stated André Bélanger, president of concrete 
products manufacturer Béton Provincial. 
Rock Morel, president of SEMA, a con-

struction service provider to the railway 
industry in Canada and the United States, 
added, “Chrono Aviation meets all our 

workforce transportation needs for our 
construction sites. We are pleased and 
even proud to recommend their services.” 
So what’s on the horizon for this innova-

tive operator? 
“Well, we only have one Dash 8 and it is 

rare we stay with just one of a type,” said 
Gagnon. “There’s probably more coming.” 
The growth should continue, as Chrono 

works to land some big contracts which could 
position it as a major player in Canada.

finding pilots is one 
of chrono’s biggest 
challenges. the 
operator currently 
employs many retired 
commercial pilots 
who seem more 
likely to stick around.”
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Chrono’s PC-12 fleet may be chartered in four 
configurations: executive, commuter, cargo 
and a combination passenger/cargo format. 

Graham	Chandler	is	a	Calgary-based	freelance	writ-
er	with	specialties	in	aviation,	business	and	heritage.	
His	articles	appear	regularly	in	several	national	and	
international	publications.	Along	with	degrees	in	
physics,	business	and	archaeolog y,	he	is	an	engineer-
ing	graduate	of	the	U.S.	Naval	Test	Pilot	School.
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A London Air Services Bombardier 
Challenger 604 soars high above 
the clouds. A charter/corporate pilot 
requires flexibility, as customers can 
change their destination and schedule 
at any time. LAS Photo

tHe World of cHarter and corporate 
avIatIon ISn’t aS glaMorouS aS It May 

SeeM, but It’S rarely borIng.  
Here’S a peek beHInd tHe curtaIn.

By BEn FoRREsT

ecily Kennedy never aspired to 
be a captain at Air Canada or any 
other major airline. She simply 
loved to fly, for the same reasons 

many pilots do: a cockpit is a cool office, 
every journey is a bit different, and the view 
from the sky is spectacular. 
But the idea of flying small aircraft for 

private customers didn’t seem like an option 
until she was completing her flight training 
and working for Keewatin Air, a Winnipeg-
based provider of scheduled flights, charter 
and medevac services for Northern Canada.
Kennedy was checking in passengers for a 

scheduled Keewatin flight when a chartered 
jet arrived at a local fixed-based operator 
(FBO), and as she watched its occupants 
de-plane and get settled, something clicked.
“I realized people can fly privately,” said 

Kennedy, who spent 14 years with Keewatin 
and is now the chief pilot at Fast Air, another 
Winnipeg charter and medevac provider with 
the largest fleet of chartered turboprops, heli-
copters and business jets in Manitoba.
“You don’t just have to fly a scheduled 

flight all the time, or fly hundreds of people 
around,” said Kennedy. “You can have per-
sonalized service for as little as one person 
on their own private plane. It was a very 
intriguing type of thing to do.” 
Kennedy researched the world of corporate 

charters and knew it was for her. Now, as a 
pilot who primarily flies business executives 
across North America in a Hawker 800 XP 
jet, she knows it’s what she wants to do for 
the rest of her career.
“The grass is really green right now,” she 

said. “Pilots—I think we are sometimes our 
own worst enemies. 
“We always want to go where the grass is 

greener, and sometimes if you’re somewhere, 
and the grass is green, you’ll still be looking 
over the hedge to be like, ‘Hey what does that 
person have?’ and ‘What’s going on over there?’ 
“I’m very happy where I am, and I worked 

pretty hard to get here. I don’t plan on going 
anywhere else.”

a Pilot’s liFe
Ask around, and many corporate and charter 

pilots will say similar things. They love their jobs, 
love the aircraft they fly, love the extra respon-
sibilities that come with ensuring a successful 
flight, and they can’t imagine doing anything 
else. It’s not that there aren’t challenges associ-
ated with this line of work; it’s that sometimes 
those challenges are also part of the appeal. 

“You’ve got to do a lot of logistics yourself in 
corporate flying,” said Peter Bing, chief pilot 
and director of aviation operations for a major 
Canadian corporation, who flies Bombardier 
Challenger 300 aircraft.
“[There are] just so many aspects you have 

to look after. It’s quite challenging … you’re 
responsible for the complete safety and secu-
rity of that flight.” 

A typical day could begin with a trip from 
Toronto to West Palm Beach, Fla., and from 
there to Chicago, before heading off to another 
location to finish the day—though many flying 
days are significantly less demanding and may 
only involve one destination. 
Trips are often scheduled a week or more 

in advance, giving pilots the chance to plan 
well ahead of time. But occasional last-minute 
flights are part of the job for many corporate 
and charter pilots, with some required to be 
at the airport and ready to go with as little as 
two hours’ notice. 
“Ultimately, the pilots have a fairly strong 

assurance that they will be getting specific days 
off,” said Bing.  “But understanding too that, 
other than vacation and training—or if you’re 
on sick leave or something …. there is always 
a possibility that you could be asked to go out 
and do a flight at the last minute. 
“That’s always part of it.”
Pilots typically arrive at least an hour before 

takeoff and begin a long list of tasks required 
to ensure the flight is not only safe but also 
seamless in its execution, meeting exceeding-
ly high standards for customer service. 
Safety checks and flight planning are often 

a pilot’s responsibility, as are predictable 
tasks like checking weather data and notices 
to airmen (NOTAMs). 
But many pilots are also responsible for tasks 

unrelated to flying, like ensuring catered food 
is on board prior to takeoff; coordinating 
ground transportation for passengers after 
landing; booking pilots’ lodgings for layovers; 
working with dispatch to coordinate customs 
procedures on international flights; and ensur-
ing the airplane is clean, the dishes are dry and 
the galley is stocked.
“To me, that’s one of the discriminators of 

this job, that makes it so enjoyable,” said B.C. 
Campbell, chief pilot for another Canadian 
corporation, who flies a Dassault Falcon 7X 
business jet. 
“You’re very much part of the team 

approach to setting up every aspect of the 
trip. For me, that’s what makes corporate 
much more interesting and rewarding.”

C
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WorK-liFe BalaNce
Jean Denis Marcellin remembers getting 

ready for dinner with friends early in his 
career as a charter pilot when the phone 
would ring and he’d need to head to the 
airport for a last-minute flight.
Sometimes a call would come in around 

10 p.m., just as he was getting ready for 
bed. Once, he said, he was getting ready to 
attend a wedding, all dressed up, with his 
family in the car, and a call came through. 
“I had to take everybody out of the car 

and race to the airport instead,” he said. 
“I guess you can call it a little bit like 
paying dues.”
Marcellin is in a better place now, 

based in Waterloo, Ont., and flying a 
Bombardier Global Express XRS for 
Chartright Air Group, a provider of 
private jet services to businesses and 
individuals across Canada. 
His schedule is much more predictable, 

and he is usually notified 24 hours before 
a flight. But in those early days, while he 
was paying his dues with a young family 
at home, it was difficult to balance his 
professional life with his personal life.
“There was a time where family and 

work was pretty hard,” said Marcellin, 
33, who is married with three young 
children. “You end up having to carry 
your uniform with you in the car if you’re 
going somewhere.” 
Issues with work-life balance vary from 

job to job, with some pilots saying they 
don’t experience any issues and others 
who simply see them as part of the 
package. Time away from home for long 
stretches, or on short notice, can produce 
pangs of guilt, especially for parents of 
young children. But with support and 
understanding, some families are able 

Business jets like the Bombardier Global Express XRS 
can be a dream to fly, as Chartright pilot Jean Denis 
Marcellin (pictured here with members of his young 
family) has come to know. Chase De Almeida Photo

Marcellin paid his dues early in his 
career as a charter pilot. It led to a job 
he loves, flying a Bombardier Global 
Express XRS. Chartright Photo

There’s so much variety in terms of  
responsibilities, destinations, and mission 
types that business and corporate flying 
can be extremely rewarding.  
Michael Durning Photo
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to endure it, with the hope stability will 
increase with time. That’s at least how 
it was for Marcellin, whose hard work 
eventually landed him a job he loves.
“Being on this airplane, it’s different,” he 

said, referring to the Global XRS, which 
he’s flown for about a year. “This sort of 
work … I’m pretty happy with it, and I’m 
hoping to be able to make the rest of my 
career out of it.”

the sPice oF liFe 
Despite inherent challenges in business 

aviation, the profession is rarely—if 
ever—boring. There’s so much variety 
in terms of responsibilities, destinations, 
and mission types that it can be 
extremely rewarding.
“In the last year I’ve been flying this 

airplane, I’ve seen probably more of the 
world than I’ve seen in my whole life,” 
said Marcellin, referring again to the 
Global XRS. 
“The things I get to see, the operation 

of the airplane in those different types 
of areas, is pretty interesting. So to me, 
I’d say, best thing [about the job] is 
discovering the world that way.”
Corporate and charter flying takes 

pilots to places they may never go with 
airlines, as Peter Bing can attest. He 
spent 21 years as an airline pilot, f lying 
for several smaller companies before 
making the switch to corporate aviation 
17 years ago. 
He listed small airstrips like Fox 

Harbour, a golf resort in Nova Scotia, 
and Jasper-Hinton Airport in the Rocky 
Mountains of Alberta, as examples. 
Business aircraft often fly at higher 

altitudes than airliners, and sometimes on 
“random routes” rather than the typical 
North Atlantic tracks that airlines follow. 
It isn’t glamorous work, but it’s often 
interesting, and it demands a commitment 
to continuous improvement.
“You’re always, always, always learning,” 

said Bing. “I think that’s what I like the 
most about it.”
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Chartright’s fleet includes several top-of-the-line 
helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft. Eric Dumigan Photo
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custoMers First 
It’s impossible to overemphasize the 

importance of customer service in corporate 
and charter flying, and that may be why a 
certain phrase pops up more than once in 
conversations with pilots who know it well. 
“You can teach anyone how to fly,” they 

say. “But you can’t teach character.” 
When Dave Seneshen and his colleagues 

go looking for new pilots to staff the 
Cairo-based corporation he has served for 
18 years, they go looking for character. 
All but one pilot in the group, where 

Seneshen is chief pilot and director of 
aviation, spent time in the Royal Canadian 
Air Force (RCAF). Five are former members 
of the Canadian Forces Snowbirds aerobatic 
team, and five flew VVIP missions. All are 
polite, all dress modestly for work in black 
suits or golf shirts, and they operate with 
the discipline of an Air Force squadron that 
upholds the highest standards.
“The owner loves the Canadian type of 

pilot—type of character, actually,” said 
Seneshen, who is himself a former RCAF 
pilot. “We have such a great crew reliabili-
ty and cohesiveness. I can’t really think of 
a challenge that we haven’t overcome.”

The same idea pops up in conversation 
with Dylan Thomas, chief helicopter 
pilot with Vancouver-based London Air 
Services (LAS), which provides custom-
ized private jet and helicopter charter ser-
vices for an international clientele.
“The interaction with the client is crucial 

for us,” said Thomas. “We can teach any-
one how to fly a helicopter; I can’t teach 
people interpersonal skills.”
London Air Services has a large fixed-wing 

fleet as well as a Leonardo AW139 helicopter 
to transport heads of state, executives from 
top-five companies on the Fortune 500 list, 
and other high net-worth individuals.
“A lot of our clients come off their 

own private jets, and those private jets 
are worth an excess of $50 million,” said 
Thomas, referring to the helicopter side of 
the business. “So we’re just a continuation 
of the standards that they have.”
As a result, professionalism and positive 

interactions with customers are essential, 
and a pilot’s attitude is perhaps the most 
important thing.
“I can train skill into people,” said 

Thomas. “I cannot train attitude … if 
they approach it with the right attitude, it’s 
amazing what they can accomplish.”

Sometimes, the challenges associated with corporate 
and charter flying are also part of the job’s appeal.”
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Dave Seneshen peers out from the cockpit of 
one of the business jets operated by his Cairo-

based company. Dave Seneshen Photo

A Gulfstream G650, operated by the company where 
Seneshen is chief pilot and director of aviation,  

rests on the tarmac. Dave Seneshen Photo
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London Air Services operates a Leonardo AW139 helicopter  
(shown here), as well as several business jets. Mike Reyno Photo
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GoiNG Vertical
Virtually every day as a helicopter pilot at 

London Air Services is different from the 
last. Pilots are responsible for many of the 
same duties as fixed-wing pilots, but the 
duration of their flights is often shorter, 
they go to more remote locations, and they 
land on golf courses, private residences 
and helipads, as well as airports.
But perhaps the biggest difference for 

Thomas is that he’s home virtually every eve-
ning, a rare perk in the rotorcraft industry.
“In the helicopter business, the majority 

of jobs require you to travel away, whether 
you’re firefighting in a season, whether 
you’re working offshore oil,” he said.
“We are home-based. So for our people, 

the schedule can be busy with a lot of 
flights, but you’re still home every night. 
That makes a big difference.”
To an untrained eye, the job sometimes 

looks easy. That’s the biggest misconcep-
tion, as far as Thomas is concerned.
“We make it look easy because of the 

hard work and training and skills that the 
guys have,” he said. “It’s like a surgeon. 
Do you want to see a surgeon who’s doing 
surgery on you, sweating? Or do you want 
to have surgeon who’s confident, trained, 
qualified, has experience in doing it and 
he’s got a calm demeanor? 
“Well, that’s how our pilots are.”

NeXt GeNeratioN
With the global airline industry 

facing a pilot shortage that could see 
thousands of jobs available over the 
next 10 years, many young pilots may 
snatch them up in lieu of entering 
corporate and charter aviation.
The truth is, some may need to spend 

time with a regional airline before moving 
into a corporate job where thousands of 
flight hours are sometimes expected for 
entry-level positions.
But for qualified pilots weighing an airline 

job against a corporate or charter gig, there 
are many pros and cons to consider. Much 
of it comes down to the types of schedules 
and flying a pilot desires.
“Airlines generally have a schedule,” 

said Gary Farn, who flies the Bombardier 
Challenger 605 as chief fixed-wing pilot at 
London Air Services.
“A pilot in the charter/corporate side 

requires flexibility. Customers have the 
option of changing their destination and 
their schedule to suit their needs.”
What’s clear is, many corporate and 

charter pilots can’t imagine leaving the 
profession. This is the way they want to 
fly, for as long as they can.
“To be given the opportunity to have 

flown around the world in a business jet, 
it’s an exciting lifestyle. It’s a wonderful 

Sunwest Aviation chief pilot Laurie Baker sits in 
the cockpit of his Bombardier Challenger 604. 
Sunwest Aviation Photo
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career,” said Farn. “I can’t say anything 
negative. Aviation has treated me well.”
Ask Laurie Baker, who flew 24 years for 

Air Canada Jazz before joining Calgary-
based charter company Sunwest Aviation 
in 2012, and he’ll tell you both professions 
have distinct advantages. 
“I’ve got a lot fewer check rides in front 

of me than behind me,” said Baker, who at 
58 is relatively close to retirement. 
“And I recommend this job. I love the 

corporate flying side, but if you’d talked to 
me 15 years ago I’d tell you the same thing 
about the airlines. 
“So I think the common denominator is, 

it’s a great way to make a living.”

here to stay
As for Cecily Kennedy, the Fast Air pilot 

who never aspired to fly for an airline, she 
has found a home in charter flying, and 
she wants to stay.
“I do really enjoy my job,” said 

Kennedy, who is married with two young 
children. “I have an incredibly supportive 
husband, and we have childcare as well 
… we make it work.”
Her biggest professional challenge is 

also a benefit. 
“It’s not your typical nine-to-five job,” she 

said. “Some people would just really not 
want to do anything other than your eight-
to-five or nine-to-five on Monday through 
Friday, and I get that. But for myself, I 
actually enjoy that kind of thing.”

A peek inside the cockpit of an aircraft operated 
by Winnipeg-based FastAir. FastAir Photo

FastAir chief pilot Cecily Kennedy never aspired to 
work for an airline. She’s found a career she loves 
as a charter pilot. FastAir Photo
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Neil Wilson, Nav Canada president and CEO, 
said the transformation from a government-
run air navigation service provider to a 
privately operated model presented some 
significant challenges. “We had to have a 
shift in thinking . . . We had to develop a 
mindset of service to the customers.” 

Watch the video here!



ir traffic control in the 
United States is a big 
business. The country’s 
Air Traffic Organization 

(ATO)—a branch of the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) that is 
separate from that agency’s safety, reg-
ulatory and enforcement function—
controls more than 75 million square 
kilometres of airspace. 
To understand how massive the ATO 

is, consider that Nav Canada operates 
the world’s second-largest air navigation 
service (ANS) by traffic volume—but in 
2014, there were 9.6 million airline depar-

tures south of the border, while 
Canada recorded 1.3 

million.

According to a 2016 report from 
the Civil Air Navigation Services 
Organisation, the ATO controlled 
close to 23.5 million continental 
flight hours under instrument flight 
rules (IFR) in 2015. By contrast, Nav 
Canada logged 2.8 million continental 
IFR flight hours in the same year.
This massive size disparity is one of the 

reasons why those opposed to the privat-
ization of air traffic control in the U.S. 
say it just won’t work. The ATO, they say, 
is simply too big to be transferred effec-
tively to private control. Others argue 
that the Nav Canada model will “scale 
up” while delivering additional econo-
mies additional economies along the way. 
While there are certainly some 

thought-provoking arguments on both 
sides of the coin, there is no deny-

ing that the Nav 

Canada model has been a success here 
at home, a fact that is borne out by 
both stakeholders and hard data. 

the Way it Was
Prior to Nov. 1, 1996—that’s when 

Nav Canada’s $1.5 billion purchase 
of the national air navigation system 
from the federal government was 
finalized—the situation was becoming 
serious. While the government-run air 
navigation service provider (ANSP) 
had many strengths, among them 
an excellent safety record and highly 
experienced people, its equipment 
and facilities were on a 
downward slide.  

A

PRoGRess
nav canada IS recognIzed WorldWIde for overSeeIng 

a Safe, effectIve aIr navIgatIon SySteM coverIng  
18 MIllIon SQuare kIloMetreS of canadIan aIrSpace.

By Lisa GoRDon  |  PhoTos CouRTEsy oF naV CanaDa

navigating
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Operators using the system complained 
about delays and poor service. Costs were 
skyrocketing faster than revenues from the 
ticket tax, while the ANS and its priorities 
were lost within a huge Transport Canada 
monolith that also included a national rail-
way, airports, ports, and the establishment of 
transportation policy—not to mention regu-
latory responsibility for all of the above, and 
the inherent conflict of interest presented by 
self-regulation.
Led by the country’s commercial airlines, 

stakeholders set out to identify the prob-
lems and propose solutions to reinvent 
the government service. With the ANS 
being a critical component of a competi-
tive Canadian aviation industry, the group 
decided to take a fresh approach.
It was decided that the air navigation 

system was in fact a commercial service 
which should be guided by commercial 
principles. Three initial groups—the air-
lines, airline pilots and air traffic control-
lers—began to discuss the new vision for 
air navigation in Canada. 
Their combined efforts to reach a con-

sensus about the future direction of the 
Canadian ANS resulted—after extensive 
deliberation—in the creation of Nav 
Canada, a non-share capital corporation that 
is independent from government and run by 
a board of directors that includes represen-
tatives from key stakeholder communities. 

These include the airlines (four reps); the fed-
eral government (three); ANS unions (two); the 
Canadian Business Aviation Association (one); 
and four additional directors who are unrelated 
to any ANS stakeholder. Nav Canada’s presi-
dent and CEO is the last director.

aN eVolutioNary Path
Although the vision that created Nav 

Canada was clear, the corporation was and 
continues to be a work in progress.  

The early years were challenging in many 
respects, according to Nav Canada presi-
dent and CEO, Neil Wilson. 
“We were no longer a service operated by 

the government, but now a service operated 
by a private company,” he told Skies. “And 
so, governments do certain things very well, 
companies do other things very well, but 
they don’t do things the same way. We had to 
have a shift in thinking . . . We had to devel-
op a mindset of service to the customers.”
Wilson, who has been with Nav Canada 

since 2002, previously worked at an Ottawa 
law firm and had extensive involvement in 
the launch of the new ANSP in 1996.
In addition to organizational challenges, 

global events conspired to deal the indus-
try several tough blows in recent years. 
The first of those was the terrorist attacks 
of Sept. 11, 2001, and the subsequent shut-
down of U.S. airspace. 
Wilson also singled out the economic 

crisis that hit the aviation industry in 
2008, when a lot of Nav Canada customers 
“were in very, very bad straights.”
But perhaps one of the biggest hurdles 

faced by the new Canadian ANSP was 
rolling out the user fee schedule in 1999, 
when customers began paying for the ser-
vices provided by Nav Canada. 

“We essentially phased them in over the 
first two years of the organization, and that 
was a challenge as well,” remembered Wilson. 
“It was a cultural change for a lot of people, 
reflecting the fact that the system was now 
run by a private company as a business, and 
having the customers come around and come 
on [board] with funding the system directly.”
Today, he is proud of the fact that Nav 

Canada has not increased its service 
charges in the last 13 years. In fact, as of 
Sept. 1, 2017, charges were three per cent 
lower than when they were first intro-
duced in 1999.

eFFicieNt aND eFFectiVe
Despite reducing customer fees, Nav 

Canada has continued on a path of steady 
development in support of its vision to 
deliver an ANS that is safe above all, while 
also aiming for service efficiency and cost 
effectiveness.
The corporation has invested heavily in 

technology and capital projects to bring 
air navigation in Canada to the next level. 
Historically, it spends about $130 million a 
year on improvements to the country’s air 
navigation systems. 
“But last year, this year and next year, 

we’re spending $170 million on our 
technology, on our capital projects, on 
our facilities, in order to allow us to be 
more efficient and provide a better service 
across the system,” said Wilson. 
One of Nav Canada’s most exciting 

ventures is Aireon, a joint venture with 
global satellite provider Iridium and 
air navigation authorities from Ireland, 
Denmark and Italy. The Canadian ANSP 
holds a majority stake in the program, 
which will see satellite aircraft tracking 
extended to regions where it has previously 
been impossible to follow a flight. 
“Aireon will be a game-changer in terms 

of air traffic control worldwide, and it will 
be a game-changer for air traffic control 
here in Canada, in the airspace that we 
manage,” said Wilson. 
“We will have it over the North 

Atlantic; we will have it in mountainous 
areas and we will have it in remote areas. 
That allows us to know where equipped 
aircraft are at any time, any second of 
any day, of any year. That provides us 
with significant benefits when it comes 
to safety, and will deliver significant 
benefits to our customers as it will allow 
us to provide better and more efficient 
flight paths.”

Nav Canada has not increased its service charges 
in the last 13 years. In fact, as of Sept. 1, 2017, 
charges were three per cent lower than when  
they were first introduced in 1999.
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Currently, 20 satellites equipped with the 
Aireon payload have been launched into 
orbit, with another 10 set to go in October 
of this year. Wilson said the system 
should be operational domestically by 
late 2018 and functional in other airspace 
in late 2019 or early 2020. It is expected 
to dramatically increase surveillance 
in Canada’s last frontier, the far north. 
Aircraft that are properly equipped will 
benefit from a heightened level of safety 
and more complete flight following.  
Elsewhere in the world, Aireon will sell 

its satellite data to ANSPs, including those 
in the U.K. and hopefully in the U.S.
Besides Aireon, Nav Canada also has a 

50 per cent stake in Searidge Technologies, 
a digital and remote tower business that 
has applicability to on-airport services 
such as apron and ramp control. 
At its heart, however, Nav Canada is a 

single-purpose business. As the operator of 
Canada’s air navigation system, it is exam-
ining a number of new technologies that 
will permit increased capacity and aircraft 
handling in its most complex airspace. 
Wilson said the corporation continues to 

look at ways it can provide good, reliable 
weather information from coast to coast 
to coast. 
Its increased capital spending will be 

divided into “three large buckets,” he said. 
The largest bucket is operational systems, 

followed by improvements to facilities. 
“And we are looking at the north or 

more remote areas of the country, and 
we’re looking at a significant spend there 
somewhere in the neighborhood of $50 
million. And the rest will go on our busi-
ness systems, our back office systems and 
those sorts of systems that we need to run 
the business.”

raPiD resPoNDer
For their part, operators across Canada 

are glad to see Nav Canada investing in a 
modern, progressive air navigation service. 
There’s also a collective realization out 
there that it hasn’t happened overnight. 
Glenn Priestley is the executive director 

of the Northern Air Transport Association 
(NATA) and a former Transport Canada 
inspector until 1995. 
He remembers the way things used to be.
“It was a huge bureaucracy,” he said of 

the government-run ANS system. “As a 
government entity, of course it was very 
politicized. [The creation of Nav Canada] 
was a very large, bold move. We were the 
first to privatize a national air navigation 
system. Nobody’s done that in the world 
before and hardly done it since.”
Priestley’s association represents the 

majority of northern air operators. 
Needless to say, better weather infor-
mation and improved flight tracking in 
Canada’s remote northern reaches are 
attractive prospects. 
“They’ve done an excellent job of putting 

in the various AWOSs (automated weather 
observation systems) and those weather 

although the vision that created 
nav canada was clear, the 
corporation was and continues 
to be a work in progress.”
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cameras are brilliant. You can go online at 
just about any airport in the north and see 
what the conditions are at that airport. I 
mean, that’s terrific.”
Priestley most appreciates the fact that 

Nav Canada takes the time to solicit feed-
back from industry to help determine its 
priorities, and that its employees respond 
quickly to any concerns. 

“What I’ve heard from my operators is about 
their rapid response. Nav Canada works at a 
better pace than a regulator because they’re 
not a regulator, they’re a service provider. 
They no longer have the old government cul-
ture. They’re very customer focused and that 
means a very rapid response.”
As far as service charges, Priestley said he 

hears few complaints from his members. 
It’s a view shared by Fred Jones, president 

and CEO of the Helicopter Association of 
Canada (HAC).
“My view is that Nav Canada has been a 

resounding success in so many ways,” he 
told Skies.
“Have there been some changes to the 

level of service for the helicopter commu-
nity? Absolutely. In some ways they are 
getting an enhanced level of service. The 
ANS provider is willing to change with 
the times, is prepared to adapt and imple-
ment new technology, is prepared to listen 
actively to the user community when there 
are problems.”
Jones said that although there is certainly 

less face-to-face interaction for weather 
briefings and flight planning than in the 
past, Nav Canada has compensated by ensur-
ing that anyone calling the toll-free number 
is routed to the closest Flight Information 
Centre for an area-specific briefing. 
“At the end of the day, I can still get the 

info I need to conduct my flight safely.”

Meanwhile, he appreciates Nav Canada’s 
desire to develop and implement the latest 
cutting edge technology. 
“I would say the movement away from 

ground-based nav aids and the willingness 
to adapt to new technology, including GPS 
approaches, online services and online 
flight plan filing, has been very open. 
Now we have Aireon—an evolution of the 
way services are delivered. I don’t believe 
that could ever have happened if the ANS 
was being operated by government.”
Aaron Speer, vice-president of flight 

operations at Ottawa-based First Air, also 
believes Nav Canada is investing appropri-
ately on an ongoing basis. 
With 17 aircraft flying across the north, 

Speer appreciates many of the improve-
ments implemented by Canada’s ANSP, 
including additional GPS approaches on 
Baffin Island, fewer communication gaps 
when it comes to accessing weather and air 
traffic control; and the establishment of 
more and better AWOS stations.
“The biggest issue up there is long dis-

tances and unsettled weather,” said Speer. 
“They are putting in more auto stations; 
many of the stations up there are not 
manned 24 hours a day, so the auto station 
allows us to get weather data around the 

Nav Canada operates 41 air traffic control 
towers. Controller Tiina Lane is based at 

the Sault Ste Marie, Ont., facility. 

A Nav Canada surface movement radar installation 
at Quebec City Jean Lesage International Airport. 

Nav Canada has made steady facility improvements. 
The new Calgary International Airport control tower 
(shown here while under construction in 2012) is the 
tallest free-standing ATC tower in the country. 
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clock. That makes my life easier.”
As far as fees go, Speer said he doesn’t 

like paying them, but nor does he feel 
“gouged” by Nav Canada. 
Most importantly, he appreciates the fact 

that northern operators are not being ignored. 
“They recognize that the north and the 

south are different, and they seek our input 
and act on it,” he said. “Sometime in the 
last year they conducted a survey of the big 
operators to find out how they were doing.”
In terms of future priorities, Speer said 

he’d like to see work continue to modernize 
the “very archaic” approaches in the North. 
But overall, he gives Nav Canada a good 

report card.
“I seem to be able to get the good things I 

would get from a government organization 
in terms of quality service and reliability, 
but they still seem to run the day-to-day as 
if we were their customers,” he said. 
“My biggest comment is that they need to 

understand what I need in order to do my 
job; and there seems to be a genuine effort 
to understand that.”

suitaBle solutioN?
Whether the Nav Canada model would 

work in the U.S. remains to be seen. 
Nav Canada’s Neil Wilson said there are 

many similarities between the two ANSPs, 
including a common border, geography 
and areas of complex airspace. However, 
he declined to speculate further about 
what system might be best for the U.S.
“It’s a different country, it’s a different 

way of doing things, and we leave it to 
them as to how they decide they can best 
organize themselves,” he commented.
“We think our system has benefited from 

a very unique consensus around what was 
necessary to address issues here. We don’t 
necessarily think that we should be com-
menting on what happens in other coun-
tries that don’t share the same culture and 
background and approach that we do.”
Regardless, Wilson is very proud of what 

Nav Canada has accomplished since it was 
founded 21 years ago. 
With a clear focus on people and tech-

nology, Nav Canada is recognized for its 
achievements throughout the world. In 
fact, it received three prestigious Eagle 
Awards for “Best ANSP” from the 
International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) in 2001, 2010 and 2011.
Whether or not it will serve as a model 

for U.S. ATO reform remains to be seen, 
but Wilson isn’t concerned. He’s busy 
focusing on the business at hand, which is 
delivering value to users of the Canadian 
air navigation system. 
“Our people have taken a system that 

was safe, and a system that was pretty effi-
cient, and they have made it safer and they 
have made it more efficient—and they 
have done it in a very cost effective man-
ner,” he concluded.
“They have provided significant, signifi-

cant value to all of the stakeholders in the 
organization.” 
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An RCAF CH-147F Chinook from 450 Tactical Helicopter 
Squadron in Petawawa, Ont., flies over the Canadian 
National Vimy Memorial in France on July 21, 2017. 
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anada’s preparedness to defend the values of freedom, democra-
cy and the rule of law has taken its Armed Forces into conflict 
alongside their British counterparts throughout modern history. 
In the foundry of these wars, firm bonds have been formed that 

permit vital cooperation today, and a shared remembrance of sacrifices past.
An opportunity to strengthen these ties through both training and com-

memoration came this year, as it marks the 100th anniversary of the Battle 
of Vimy Ridge, a First World War action that saw for the first time the 
entire Canadian Expeditionary Force fighting in unison, sustaining over 
10,000 casualties with four Victoria Crosses being awarded.
During a visit coinciding with the Royal International Air Tattoo, 

the Royal Canadian Air Force (RCAF) planned to commemorate the 
anniversary with a fly-past of the memorial that now stands at the highest 
point of the historic ridge.
Taking the opportunity to demonstrate its strategic lift capability, the 

RCAF used a CC-177 Globemaster to airlift a CH-147F Chinook helicop-
ter to the United Kingdom—the first time this has been achieved outside 
of North America. Crews from 450 Tactical Helicopter Squadron normally 
based at Canadian Forces Base Petawawa, Ont., took up temporary resi-
dence at Royal Air Force (RAF) Odiham in Hampshire. While there, they 
were hosted by 18 Squadron of the RAF, who operate similar but slightly 
older Chinook variants. Naturally, the two squadrons took the opportunity 
to conduct joint training exercises during the visit.
RCAF pilot Maj Richard Harris was uniquely able to compare their air-

craft, having previously flown the U.K. Chinook variants during his ser-
vice as an RAF officer.
“We have a little more fuel, but the major difference is our avionics,” he said. 

“We have a fully integrated Rockwell Collins glass cockpit and a DAFCS.”
The digital automatic flight control system (DAFCS, pronounced ‘daffics’) 

is what sets the Canadian ‘F’ model Chinook apart from its legacy U.K. vari-
ant, providing not only more advanced autopilot modes in forward flight, 
but also allowing the pilot to command precise hover manoeuvring from a 
stick-top coolie-hat switch.
During their visit, the Canadian crews were keen to work alongside their 

RAF counterparts, with three specific formation sorties planned. A flight 
around London’s heli-lanes into a low-level coastal navigation exercise would 
provide an introduction to the airspace, followed by a more tactical sortie 
focusing on airborne assault techniques with a time-on-target in Yorkshire, 
some 320 kilometres (200 miles) north. Finally, the crews would take a 
unique commemorative opportunity on a flight to France, overflying not 
only the Vimy memorial but also several Second World War battlefield land-
marks, such as the Normandy beaches and Pegasus Bridge.
While adverse weather dictated a slight deviation from the original plan, 

the crews were able to gain a lot of value from working with their British 
counterparts. Harris explained that while they had been able to focus on 
tactical development, he felt that the engineering teams had benefited 
equally from the opportunity to cross-pollinate by sharing ideas, standards 
and solutions to common issues.
He was also ambitious about the Canadian aircraft’s capabilities after it 

achieves its forthcoming full operational capability (FOC).

C

chinook flies the
canadian flag

By JonaThan DukE  |  PhoTos By LLoyD hoRGan
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“I firmly believe that we could self-ferry 
across the pond,” he said. “The forthcom-
ing FOC will almost certainly mean great-
er use of this outstanding Canadian asset 
later next year over a much wider sphere of 
influence, and the squadron looks forward 
to this challenge.”
Also excited about the prospect of crossing 

the Atlantic was RAF Flt Lt Gavin Inglis, 
who is due to begin an exchange tour with 
the RCAF in the near future and who led 
the commemorative formation. While he 
has not yet flown the Canadian aircraft, he 
is nonetheless impressed by its capability.
“The F-model has a lot of equipment that 

the RAF will start to see in our Mk6 air-
craft. While our current models have glass 
cockpits and are extremely capable, the 
Mk6 brings an increased level of integra-
tion, including the DAFCS,” he said.
Arguably the most advanced Chinook 

variant yet produced, the Canadian aircraft 
is distinguishable from its British breth-
ren not only by the camouflaged colour 
scheme (as opposed to the RAF olive 
drab), but also its larger sponsons, which 
house additional fuel tanks, bringing its 
range up to an impressive 1,200 kilome-
tres. This was a key planning consideration 
for the France sortie, as Harris explained.
“The CH-147F had five hours of endur-

ance, whereas the U.K. Chinook only had 

rotary  /  CH-147F Across the Pond

Every available seat in the CH-147F 
was filled for the “once in a lifetime” 

formation flight with the RAF over France. 

The Chinook flies over the 
beaches of Normandy, France. 

Crews from 18(B) Squadron of the RAF and 450 
Tactical Helicopter Squadron pose with their aircraft 
following a unique sortie over to the Canadian 
National Vimy Memorial and the D-Day beaches. 
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four, even with its extended range fuel 
system,” he said.
Other distinguishing features are less 

obvious. Both aircraft carry optical sensors 
under the nose, with the U.K. variant fitted 
with the Selex ES Titan 385 ES-HD while 
the Canadian machine sports a sensor 
based on the increasingly ubiquitous L3 
Wescam MX-15. While these sensors may 
prove useful in non-traditional intelligence, 
surveillance and reconnaissance roles, 
Chinook operators of both services are far 
more likely to employ them in low-illumi-
nation and degraded visual environment 
(DVE) conditions to improve their situa-
tional awareness, and ultimately their safety.
With every available seat filled for the for-

mation flight over France, the importance 
of commemorating their individual and 
joint heritage was evident among crews of 
both nationalities, one of them describing it 
as a “once in a lifetime experience.”
“Overall the detachment was extreme-

ly successful, with many new concepts 
exercised and much food for thought as 
to how we can foster the U.K./Canadian 
relationship more,” said Harris.
While the commemoration obviously 

provided pause for collective reflection, 
the minds of the crews of both nations 
seem to be focused on a future of contin-
ued cooperation.

The RCAF CH-147F Chinook flies over Pointe du Hoc in 
France as observers walk on winding paths below. 
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flight test  /  EAA’S Spirit of St. Louis

he Orteig Prize of $25,000 
was to be awarded to the 
first aviator(s) to fly non-
stop from New York to 

Paris, or vice versa. The goal of inciting 
a transatlantic flight was to stimulate 
progress in aviation, and the prize 
was established in 1919 when a flight 
across the Atlantic was still a nearly 
inconceivable technological feat. 
A number of teams vied for the prize, 

and their efforts sometimes proved 
dramatic. A team led by Frenchman 
Rene Fonck made an attempt in 1926 in 
a massive three-engine Sikorsky S-35, 
spectacularly crashing their overloaded 

airplane on takeoff. Prevailing design 
logic reasoned that the necessarily 
massive fuel load would require a 
similarly massive airplane, which would 
further need multiple engines and a 
large crew. 
Charles Lindbergh saw things 

differently. He wanted a minimalist 
airplane. He wanted it quickly, and he 
wanted it on a budget.  On Feb. 3, 1927, 
he cabled a telegram to Ryan Airlines 
of San Diego, Calif., asking, “Can you 
construct a Whirlwind engine plane 
capable of flying non-stop between New 
York and Paris stop If so please state 
cost and delivery date.” 

He took off for Paris solo in his 
monoplane just over three months later. 
His airplane cost US$10,580. 
To put the Spirit of St. Louis into 

context, glance at pictures of the cockpit 
of the Bombardier C Series airliner 
or a schematic of the Space Shuttle. 
People reliably express wonder at the 
technological sophistication of these 
modern designs. 
By contrast, a photograph of the 

Spirit of St. Louis cockpit inevitably 
evokes smirks at its quaint simplicity. I 
contend, however, that the Spirit of St. 
Louis was in its day every bit as cutting-
edge as our modern wonderplanes; a 

t

Download this as  
a wallpaper here!

Watch the video here!
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Charles Lindbergh accomplished his historic New York 
to Paris flight in 1927. His monoplane cost US$10,580 

when purchased from Ryan Airlines of San Diego, 
Calif. Today, the EAA’s highly authentic Spirit of St. 

Louis replica is a stark reminder of Lindbergh’s skill 
and daring in the context of 1927 technology. 

flyIng eaa’S SpIrIt  
of St. louIS replIca

By RoBERT ERDos  |  PhoTos By PaRR yonEmoTo
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state-of-the-art machine that pushed the 
boundaries of contemporary technology. 
Admittedly, those were not among 

my thoughts as I climbed away from 
Oshkosh’s Runway 27 in a highly authentic 
replica of the Spirit of St. Louis. Sitting 
amidst welded steel tubes, wood and 
fabric, bathed in the raucous music of its 
radial engine, flying the contraption to 
Paris hardly seemed a practical prospect.
 As I was to discover in my brief 

acquaintance with Lindbergh’s airplane, 
the limits of 1927 technology demanded 
superlative flying skills to accomplish so 
ambitious a goal. 

hoW DiD i Get here?
My modest association with the Spirit of 

St. Louis had its origins at the Experimental 
Aircraft Association’s (EAA’s) gargantuan 
AirVenture fly-in at Oshkosh in 2016. I had 
earlier noted to a friend who worked for 
EAA that 2017 would be the 90th anniversa-
ry of Lindbergh’s flight, and asked what they 
were planning to do in commemoration. 
“I dunno,” was his reply. “What are you 

planning to do?” This served to remind 
me that sport aviation is a community of 
volunteers, and that I had just volunteered! 
In the months leading up to this year’s 

AirVenture, I got to work with EAA’s 
terrific staff to help design a simple 
commemorative flight program to 
showcase Lindbergh’s accomplishments.
EAA had built two replicas. The first 

was constructed in 1977 to commemorate 
the 50th anniversary of Lindbergh’s flight. 
It toured extensively before being retired 

to a position of honour in the EAA 
Museum at Oshkosh, Wis. 
EAA’s second replica was completed in 

1991 by EAA master craftsman Bauken 
Nowack after a four-year construction 
effort. This was the airplane that would 
fly at AirVenture, and the good news was 
that I would need to complete a check-
out in it first!
My instructor in the Spirit of St. Louis, 

replete with its historical registration 
NX-211, would be the EAA’s vice-
president of advocacy and safety, Sean 
Elliott. After a brief and thorough 
groundschool—one which I noted was 
certainly better than any training that 
Lindbergh had received on the machine—
Elliott led his students to the flight line. 
Sharing the flying duties was long-time 
EAA stalwart Rick Siegfried. 
I will presume that if you’ve read this far, 

you know that the original Spirit of St. Louis 
hangs in the Smithsonian National Air and 
Space Museum in Washington, D.C. 
Aviators are typically well acquainted 

with it. Learning Lindbergh’s story is a rite 
of passage in aviation culture. Entering a 
hangar to find that iconic shape parked, 
fuelled and ready to fly is a remarkable 
moment. Siegfried and I stopped at a 
respectful distance to soak up the sight. 
The replica is built from original plans, 

but was necessarily modified to co-exist 
with our century. A Continental R-670 
engine was substituted for the increasingly 
rare Wright Whirlwind J-5 engine, although 
both have similar weight and power. 
The replica’s interior, however, was 

upon lift-off, it 
was immediately 
evident that the 
Spirit was statically 
unstable in both 
pitch and yaw.”

This Spirit of St. Louis replica, the second to be completed by the EAA, was 
finished in 1991. Skies test pilot Rob Erdos was lucky enough to fly the aircraft 

at Oshkosh 2017 in recognition of the 90th anniversary of Lindbergh’s flight.   





designed for a different mission. By 
removing the enormous 450-gallon 
(1,700-litre) fuel tank from the centre 
fuselage, and relocating a more modest 
fuel load into wing tanks, there was room 
for two seats in tandem. The aluminum-
skinned forward fuselage ahead of the 
fuel tanks was replaced with windows of 
questionable value. Minor changes were 
made to the wing layout, ailerons and 
vertical stabilizer based upon experience 
from the first replica. The addition of 
brakes and an electrical system was also a 
practical necessity for modern airports. 

MeetiNG the sPirit aloFt
If you want a soundbite summary of the 

Spirit’s handling qualities, I’d describe 
them as awful: unstable, coupled and 
blind. Curious about the details? Come 
along on a brief flight…
Ground handling, even in gusty winds, 

is surprisingly conventional and pleasant, 
owing in large measure to the small vertical 
stabilizer, the further implications of which 
I would better appreciate once airborne. 
I mainly flew from the front seat. The 

replica may be flown either from the front 
seat or Lindy’s wicker back seat, but our 
mission at AirVenture was to deliver Charles 
Lindbergh himself, in the form of young 
actor Aaron Busse, to his admiring throng 
at Oshkosh’s “Le Bourget Aeroport.” 
From the front seat, the thoughtful 

installation of windows provided virtually 
no additional forward field of view 
compared to the back seat. The glass 
served as a skylight with a view of the 
back of the engine. From either seat, 
practical field of view extended from 
about 45 degrees of either side of the nose 
to a bit beyond 90 degrees. Wide S-turns 
while taxiing were a practical necessity. 
Takeoff acceleration was quite weak, not 

because we were hauling a transatlantic 
load of fuel, but because the slow-turning, 
ground-adjustable metal propeller was 
inefficient at slow speeds, providing only 
1,600 static revolutions per minute (RPM). 
Elevator authority was sufficient to lift 
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Turning it into a 
freighter isn’t magic. 
It’s mastery.

Converting a passenger aircraft into a freighter calls for expertise, experience and 
trust. As one of Canada’s largest and most capable Design Approval Organizations, 
we’re proud to work alongside Air Inuit and Bombardier to open new pathways to 
the Canadian North with a ready-to-install conversion kit for the Q300 aircraft.

Learn more at www.dash8freighter.com

rockwellcollins.com
© 2017 Rockwell Collins. All rights reserved.

The replica may be flown either from the front seat 
or Lindy’s wicker back seat.

The Spirit’s trim system consisted of a lever on the 
left side of the cockpit which moved the trailing 
edge of the horizontal stabilizer.

In its day, the Spirit of St. Louis cockpit was every 
bit as cutting-edge as our modern wonderplanes. 



the tail passing through about 45 miles 
per hour (72 kilometres per hour), which 
slightly improved the abysmal field of 
view. It flew off from a slightly tail-low 
attitude at about 70 miles per hour (112 
kilometres per hour).  Normal climb was 
at the same speed, but even at our reduced 
weight a 300-foot (30-metre) per-minute 
climb rate was its best effort.
Upon lift-off, it was immediately evident 

that the Spirit was statically unstable in 
both pitch and yaw. That got my attention! 
To visualize this experience, imagine riding 
downhill on a shopping cart. If you ride 
down with the cart facing forward, that’s 
analogous to a stable airplane; it goes where 
it’s pointed. Now, ride down the hill with 
the cart facing backwards. I’m sure you 
can imagine the outcome. That notional 
brief and eye-opening trip describes the 
experience of static instability. 
There is a persistent rumour, which 

I attribute to Jimmy Stewart’s movie 
portrayal of Lindy, that the airplane’s 
instability was a deliberate attempt to keep 
the pilot awake. I’m no historian, but I 
don’t buy it. Attempting to stay alert by 
fighting multi-axis static instability would 
be akin to keeping awake by hopping 
interminably on a pogo stick. Instability 
might be tolerable for brief periods, but 
no sensible person would elect to subject 
themselves to such treatment. 
In my opinion, instability was a design 

compromise necessary for adequate 
performance. Larger and necessarily 
draggier tail surfaces would improve 
stability, but at the expense of speed and 
range. The Spirit’s tail area—vertical and 
horizontal—is modest. Instability didn’t 
make the Spirit uncontrollable, but it was 
demanding of the pilot’s attention and 
rendered him continuously active with the 
stick and pedals. 
Classical control harmony was effectively 

non-existent, with very light rudder forces, 
moderate elevator forces, and almost 
comically stiff ailerons; necessitating two 
hands on occasion. The original Spirit 
was apparently marginally worse. I clearly 
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The original Ryan monoplane was elegant simplicity itself; a 
design so perfect that there was literally nothing left to remove. 



recall feeling bemused awe when, upon 
climbing from the cockpit after less than 
an hour and rubbing my aching shoulders, 
I suddenly recalled that Lindbergh flew 
for over 33 hours!
When I describe the Spirit as “coupled,” 

I’m referring to a category of charming 
quirks. My notes describe the aileron 
control response as “absurd,” owing to 
the huge amount of adverse yaw, which 
is inadvertent yawing motion induced by 
aileron deflection. Of course, the effect 
of adverse yaw seemed amplified because 
the Spirit was so lacking in directional 
stability. Likewise, strong pitch coupling 
was induced by power changes. In short, 
the Spirit kept the pilot busy at all times. 
Landings were performed at 70 miles 

(112 kilometres) per hour, ideally 
employing a continuous turn to final 
approach or a sideslip to preserve a view 
of the runway. Scanning for traffic was 
always a concern, as the big wings utterly 
blocked the view into turns. 
The Spirit’s trim system consisted of a 

lever on the left side of the cockpit which 
moved the trailing edge of the horizontal 
stabilizer. Consequently, setting full nose-
up trim was a prerequisite for having 
sufficient elevator authority to flare. Beyond 
its inherent blindness, I found landing the 
Spirit was relatively forgiving, in part owing 
to the brakes and castoring tailwheel, but of 
course ol’ Lindy had neither.

a Dose oF huMility
My role in the commemoration was 

simply to take off during AirVenture, 
perform a few passes for the crowd, and 
then set course for Paris, notionally 33.5 
hours away. Sitting in Lindbergh’s wicker 
seat gets you thinking.
In the 90 years since Lindbergh’s flight, 

humans have learned a lot about airplanes. 
Even from the perspective of our 
newfangled technological sophistication, 
I marvel at the elegant simplicity of the 
original Ryan monoplane; a design so 
perfect that there was literally nothing left 
to remove. Even now, over 90 technology-
rich years later, I’d be hard pressed to 
change a single thing about the Spirit 
of St. Louis. Further considered in the 
context of 1927 know-how, with limited 
time, and on an already stretched budget, 
Lindbergh’s feat is all the more impressive.
Devoid of conveniences, creature 

comforts or even basic stability, the Spirit 
of St. Louis delivered performance in 
proportion to the demands it made upon 
the solo pilot. Such was the nascent state-
of-the-art in aviation. 
Having briefly encountered a facsimile of 

Lindy’s experience, my awe and respect are 
multiplied. Briefly shepherding the Spirit 
of St. Louis through the Oshkosh skies 
was taxing work. Imagining a flight of 
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If you want a soundbite 
summary of the Spirit’s 
handling qualities, I’d 
describe them as awful: 
unstable, coupled and blind.”
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33.5 hours in duration, through the North 
Atlantic night, while continuing to navigate 
and manage precious fuel, is inconceivable. 
The Spirit of St. Louis replica flew at 

AirVenture to commemorate the 90th 
anniversary of Lindbergh’s crossing of 
the Atlantic. That flight represented an 
epic milestone in aviation history, not only 
because it was award-winning, but also 
because it challenged conventional thinking 
and because it was the vision of a rugged 
and talented individualist underdog. 
Indeed, a great story.
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Robert	Erdos	is	a	contributing	editor	for	Skies 
magazine.	He	is	a	graduate	of	the	U.S.	Naval	
Test	Pilot	School	and	a	professional	test	pilot.	
Also	an	aviation	enthusiast,	his	spare	time	
activities	include	displaying	vintage	airplanes	and	
flying	his	RV-6	kitplane.

The EAA replica is built from original plans, 
but was necessarily modified. For example, a 
Continental R-670 engine was substituted for 
the increasingly rare Wright Whirlwind J-5.
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Comes with retail 50,000 litre capacity fuel card lock system, dual tank, 100LL and Jet A.

CARS 702, 703 and 704 Operating Certificate available for qualified buyer.

Appraised at $3.3M  |  Private Sale  |  Colin MacLeod, 403-837-0108  |  macleodcn@gmail.com

HANGAR FOR SALE – Calgary Springbank – CYBW

FOR SALE New Simplex 510 Aerial Cleaning System

for AS350 and AS355 Series Helicopters

Fred Carrier • 418-914-5600 • fcarrier@helicarrier.com • www.helicarrier.com

The Simplex 510 aerial cleaning system produces 
a high pressure spray stream to remove residue and ice 

from electrical towers and wind turbine blades 

Brand new kit in its box, never been 
used, for a fraction of the price.
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Professional 
The 
AircrAft Movers

Driven by our Customers’ Success

www.calgarygooseneck.com
403.266.2468 | 406.450.0170
doug@calgarygooseneck.com | dodie@calgarygooseneck.com

contact us today & 
start saving money!

Now with three specialized 
covered trailers

Fixed & rotary wiNg

QUALITY MAINTENANCE
FAST TURNAROUND

members of the canrep group of companiescanrep.com avtecaero.com

AMO 34-02,  ATA 25 & 38 
AIRCRAFT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR 

COMPONENTS R&O, AMO 18-89, EASA 145.7231 
ATA 21, 24, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 36, 71, 76, 77, 79, 80

12900 Brault 
Mirabel, QC, Canada  J7J 1P3

T. 450-434-9898
F. 450-434-6996   
bdube@canrep.com 

12912 Brault 
Mirabel, QC, Canada  J7J 1P3

T. 514-735-1700
F. 514-735-9538

bdube@avtecaero.com

Bernard Dubé
National Sales Manager

C. 514-916-0477 
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EnginE ApprovEd Kits
new dpU-7-7070 Hd video recording
HD Video Recording | Stunning Images | Helicopter Kits

1-800-431-5420  //  1-845-365-0600
info@machidascope.com 

machidascope.com

c o n t a c t  u s

P: 204.982.7240 (24hr)  |  F: 204.783.2483
TF: 1.888.372.3780 (24hr)
info@flyfastair.com  |  www.flyfastair.com

 

Guaranteed Quick Turn
30 minutes or less* (*under 8000L)

Four Hangars &  
250,000 ft2 Ramp Space

Jet Repair & Charter Service

Guaranteed Best Price
Includes fuel, hangar, ramp

WINNIPEG
CANADA

Deadline: October 18th, 2017

Time is
RUNNING OUT!

The November/December Issue of 

will be here before you know it!

Tim Muise
Sales & Marketing Director

tim@mhmpub.com  //  519.748.1591 
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The need for 
healthcare is 

urgent.  
We make getting  

there easy.

Hope Air provides 
free flights to those in 

financial need who must 
travel to healthcare.

Learn more or donate at 
hopeair.ca

Great New readiNG from CaNaV Books!
Famous for its histories of Canadair, De Havilland Canada,  

and Pratt & Whitney Canada, CANAV Books now has something even grander…

Here’s a book for any reader with an interest in 
Canada’s aerospace and hi-tech prowess. All 
the great pioneers of CAE are included in this 
spectacular book, such kings of industry as Douglas 
Reekie, David Race and Byron Cavadias. The great 
money men and directors, led by Fraser Elliot 
and Heward Stikeman, also are key to the story. 
Described as the finest aerospace corporate history 
ever published, The CAE Story is a people, products 
and processes book. Not to be missed by any fan of 
Canada’s fantastic aviation heritage! 

392 pages  |  hard cover 
hundreds of photos  |  large format

(416) 698-7559  |  larry@canavbooks.com 

canavbooks.wordpress.com

order yours today !

aViatioN iN CaNada:
The CAe STory

www.leggataviation.com
905.477.7900

Anna Pangrazzi, Aircraft Sales Manager
apangrazzi@leggataviation.com

 is Now A

Baron & Bonanza
Authorized deAler!
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coluMN  /  Instrument IQ

Test your instrument flight rules (IFR) 
proficiency and sharpen your piloting 
skills with this exclusive Skies feature! 

Examine the following approach 
plate and take your best shot at the 
accompanying questions—answers can be 
found at www.skiesmag.com/iq.

hALIFAX, n.s. 
ILs RWY 14 APPROACh

1. You are GPS equipped and are planning 
to fly the IGVOP transition for the 
straight-in ILS. What restrictions are in 
place when crossing IGVOP?

2. If you intercept the glidepath at 
3,000 feet, you would expect this to 
correspond to approximately ______ 
DME (DME source 109.1).

3. How many published transitions for 
straight-in approaches are depicted on 
this chart?

4. It appears there are three means of 
identifying the FAF (IMANO). What 
are they?

5. How is the missed approach point 
determined if doing the LOC/DME 
approach?

6. How many DME sources are available 
on this approach plate?

John	Montgomery	is	the	founder	and	president	of	
Professional	Flight	Centre	in	Delta,	B.C.,	which	
was	established	in	1986.	A	12,000-hour	ATPL	
pilot	and	multi	IFR	instructor,	he	also	specializes	
in	ground	school	and	seminar	instruction.	John	can	
be	reached	at	john@proifr.com.		

sharpen your iFr skills
By JohN MoNtGoMery

chart Not to Be useD For NaViGatioN PurPoses



In the first 12 years of his aviation 
career, Scott Macpherson lost 12 pilot 

friends or acquaintances to flying acci-
dents that were completely avoidable. 
“All of them were due to human factors 

or safety culture effects, and I realized that 
it could as easily have happened to me,” 
Macpherson told Skies recently.
The desire to prevent similar occur-

rences was part of the impetus behind 
TrainingPort.net, a Vancouver-based 
provider of customized business aviation 
training services. 
Founded in 2005 by Macpherson, the 

company has grown to 12 full-time 
employees, plus a variety of contracted 
subject matter experts. 

Focused on delivering fixed- and rotary-
wing training programs for the corporate and 
business aviation market, TrainingPort.net is 
a one-stop online shop for all training that is 
not related to a specific piece of equipment. 

The company has developed more than 80 
training programs for not just pilots, but also 
maintenance personnel, flight attendants and 
ground handlers.
Not only will TrainingPort.net devise a 

customized training plan for its clients, but 
it will manage and track training require-
ments as well, to ensure currency and com-
pliance with regulators such as Transport 
Canada, the U.S. Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) and the European 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA).
Courses also conform to the International 

Standard for Business Aircraft Operations 
(IS-BAO) and the International Standard 
for Business Aircraft Handling (IS-BAH). 
Both standards were developed by the 
International Business Aviation Council 
(IBAC), of which Macpherson was elected 
chair in January 2017. 
“For many years, we have rarely heard 

of a topic that somebody needs that we 
don’t offer or have in development,” said 
Macpherson. “We cover topics from air-
borne icing to upset recovery.
“Typically there will be 20, 30 or 40 dif-

ferent topics per operator depending on 
what they do with their airplane. We’re 
the place they can go to have all of those 
things delivered to them in a properly 
timed system so they can stay current and 
be prepared for an audit.”
A pilot since 1981, Macpherson devised 

the idea for TrainingPort.net when he real-
ized there was a void in the marketplace 
for such a solution. While working as the 
manager of Weldwood of Canada’s corpo-
rate flight department, Macpherson said 
he often struggled to keep up with train-
ing requirements. 
“At Weldwood, I was running the flight 

department and trying to get all necessary 
training done for the CBAA [Canadian 
Business Aviation Association Private 
Operator Certificate] and IS-BAO,” he 
remembered. “I couldn’t get all that train-
ing in one place. I kept whining to the 
industry that somebody needed to put all of 
this together. So when Weldwood shut its 
flight department down in 2005, I thought 
I may as well stop whining and start doing.”
Around the same time he founded 

TrainingPort.net, Macpherson took on 
a part-time job flying a Falcon 900 for a 
Vancouver operator. That lasted a solid 10 
years; and although he’s not flying profes-
sionally now, he’s definitely not grounded. 
He uses his own four-seat, single-engine 

Piper Warrior to travel from his home in 
Langley, B.C., to his office at Vancouver 
International Airport (YVR). 
“The commute is a 15-minute flight or 

a 1.5-hour drive,” explained Macpherson. 
“I walk five blocks from my house to 
the airport, then I pull the airplane out 
of the hangar and I fly to the office in 
Vancouver. I park at Signature and spend 
my day in the office, looking down on the 
airplane on the ramp. I had to go back 
and learn about VFR flying and how to 
manoeuvre around a busy airspace!”
While many in the industry were skeptical 

about TrainingPort.net when it launched at 
the National Business Aviation Association 
(NBAA) convention in 2006, the concept 
has been proven time and again. 
“In the early days, very few people had a 

clue what IS-BAO and risk-based training 
were,” said Macpherson. “We were the 
lone voice in the wilderness. As the years 
went on, the industry started to tune 
into how the web is in fact a good way to 
deliver training.”
Today, TrainingPort.net works with hun-

dreds of companies to train thousands of 
employees around the world. 
Through his role at IBAC, Macpherson 

said he now realizes that private opera-
tors of business aircraft in Canada labour 
under the most restrictive, heaviest regula-
tory burden in the world. 
“There is nowhere that requires so much 

of a private operator as Canada’s regula-
tor,” he said. “A small flight department 
needs to train everybody, especially as 
regulations become more stringent. One 
of the biggest challenges for a business 
aircraft operator is not just finding that 
training content, but ensuring it stays cur-
rent and meets the standards.”
But while the regulatory burden may be 

heavy, Macpherson also said he’s never 
seen such opportunity from an employ-
ment point of view.  
“If we have courageous leadership, we 

have some immense opportunities in busi-
ness aviation—aviation in general—in the 
country today,” he said. 
At the end of the day, however, Macpherson 

ensures his staff members realize that the 
underlying point behind TrainingPort.net is 
to bring people home safely.
“What we’re doing is helping people excel 

so that we don’t have as many accidents 
that are so completely unnecessary,” he 
said. “It’s about reducing accidents to the 
bare minimum.
“Ultimately, nobody should ever be hurt 

working—it all comes down to that.”
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Meet scott Macpherson
President, TrainingPort.net

By lisa GorDoN

coluMN  /  Faces of Flight

TrainingPort.net Photo
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 Trust Strengthens Our Relationships, Teamwork Drives Our Success.

Harald Maron (East)
Tel: 905.673.0800
harald.maron@innotech-execaire.com

© 2017 Innotech-Execaire Aviation Group. All rights reserved. Citation is a trademark or service mark of Textron Aviation Inc. or an affiliate and may be registered in the United States.

Ken Moon (West)
Tel: 604.273.8686
ken.moon@innotech-execaire.com

Mark Gardner 
Tel: 303.880.6372
mgardner@txtav.com

Ken Moon 
Western Regional  
Sales Manager, 

Execaire

Mark Gardner
Canadian Regional  

Sales Director,  
Textron Aviation 

Ember Millott 
Sales  

Administrator, 
Execaire

Harald Maron
Eastern Regional  
Sales Manager, 

Execaire 

Ray Kuliavas 
Vice President  
Aircraft Sales,  

Execaire

Steve Sperley 
Vice President  

Sales,  
Textron Aviation

Execaire is proud to have earned the privilege of representing 
Cessna Citation in Canada for more than 22 years. So, we 
felt it was time to acknowledge the talented specialists that 
comprise Citation Team Canada – the country’s premier 
aviation sales, service and support organization, and Cessna’s 
exclusive Authorized Sales Representative in Canada.

Citation Team Canada offers comprehensive sales and support 
services for the entire family of Cessna Citations, the world’s 
best-selling business jets, for all corporate mission profiles 
and budgets.

Call us. We’d love to show you how Citation Team Canada  
can help your organization rise to the next level of success.

Meet Citation Team Canada

Cessna’s exClusive authorized sales representative for Citation Jets in Canada.    www.execairejetsales.com
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some confi gurations of Special Mission aircraft as well as the associated maintenance support and unique technical data generally require USG export license approval under the ITAR (Title 22 CFR Parts 120–130) 
or the EAR (Title 15 CFR Parts 730–774).

The Beechcraft® King Air® 350ER aircraft is the ISR tool of choice. It has proven e� ectiveness 
and dispatch reliability in the harshest environments. It is also fi tted with the latest technology, 
including touch-screen avionics with synthetic vision to give your fl ight crews instant confi dence 
in navigation and situational awareness. The new King Air 350ER is rugged, versatile, reliable and 
easily confi gured for your ISR missions. See the King Air 350ER at specialmissions.txtav.com.

KING AIR 350ER

INCREASED PERFORMANCE FOR INTELLIGENCE, 
SURVEILLANCE AND RECONNAISSANCE

ELEVATING ISR

U.S. +1 .844.44.TXTAV   |   INTERNATIONAL +1 .316 .517.8270
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